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Morris Takes
Campaign To
Many Churches

— SATURDAY, AUGUST 12. 1967

15c

Final Rites For Atty. Estes,
A Minister, Held At St. John

Charles F. Morris, a candidate for District Seven Councilman, and widely-described as
a "go-getter", has been making
many speeches at various
churches, teas, and club meet
ings in the district.
Recently, at Grace Baptist
Church, pestered by Rev. Coleman Crawford, Mr. Morris'
said, "The Council seat is a
very important one. It is important because one will be in
position to help and deal with
j the poor. We must try to help
I the poor to help themselves.
We must have equal job opFuneral services for Rev.
portunities. We should have proJames Frank Estes, 47-yeartection and better working conold pastor of the First Baptist
ditions for the city's sanita- I
Church at Glen Cove, Long
lion workers . .
and more
Island, N. Y., were held on
freedom of speech and more
Monday- morning at the St.
pay.
John Baptist church, Vance,
"This
more freedom
of
with the pastor, Rev. A.
speech and more pay' should
McEwen Williams, delivering
not only be applied to sanitathe eulogy.
GETS PURPLE HEART —
The young marine was tion workers, but to every
Rev. Estes was more widely
!underpaid
and
underprivileged
Pfc. Melvin White is shown
wounded in action in Vietknown in Memphis and West
'individual
In
the
city.
We
receiving the Purple Heart
nam on May 2, 1967, while
Tennessee as 'Atty. J. F.
Medal and a citation from
serving with a unit of the !should have a cleaner and betEstes. He died in Mount
government".
ter
Col. James Bruce, comThird Marine Division. Pfc.
Sinai hospital in New York
Those were some of the immanding officer of the
White is the son of Mr. and
City on Monday, July 31,
Marine Aviation Detachment
Mrs. Jerome White of Route portant items that Mr. Morrisi
after a brief illness.
•
made
the
theme
of
his
many
at the Naval Air Sta6, Somerville, Tenn.
In his relatively short life.
speeches. Some of the churchtion at Millington. Tenn.
the minister had been an
es where he expressed them
attorney, an Army officer and
r e cent 1 y are Trinity CME
the publisher of a newsChurch, pastored by the Rev. P.
paper, T h e
T imes-Herald,
Gonya
Hentrel, St. James
about
two years.
printed
for
AME Church, Rev, Henry L.
REV. J. F. ESTES
Rev. Estes,
an
attorney.
As
Starks, pastor; Keel Avenue
was
responsible
for
setting
upl
Baptist Church, Rev. P. Moody,
Negro who was returned to
Tent City in Fayette County! Somerville for trial on charges
pastor; Vollentine B a ptist
near Somerville for persons'
Church (Beale Street), Rev.
!
of having itliogiered a deputy
evicted from the farms of sheriff 20 years earlier, and
James Jordan, pastor; First
!white landowners after they who
Two young women who trav-Modupe Oredugba, Nigeria, a Baptist Church (Chelsea), Rev.
left the area with a lynch
I had registered to vote.
eled in Africa three summersAhird-year French student at P. L. Rowe, pastor; Provimob on his heels.
world-wide
a
result
of
the
, As
ago on an internatioanl ex-Ibadan university, who plans dence AME Church, R e v.
! Since no Nero attorneys
• publicity given to Tent City,, had practiced law in Fayette
change program, Miss Beverly to complete her studies next Gleese, pastor; Seventh Street
!people came from many parts County, one reportedly
Williams and
Miss Varnell year in Dakar and Paris: Baptist Church, Rev. M. Sexwas
• of the world to visit the site chased out, a white court-apLogan, were the hostesses on Mojeed Lawal, Nigeria, a for- ton, pastor; St. Stephen Bapwith about 11 old Army tents pointed lawyer was given the
Tuesday night for an African mer Crossroads Africa counter- tist Church, Rev, 0. C. Crivset up on the farm of a Neter) case, Mr.
Leadership Group at an affair;part, who is a community de- ens, pastor; Golden Leaf BapDodson's children
landowner. Food and clothing had no money to pay for one's
fied In thd home of Mr. and velopment °their at Lagos; tist Church, Dr. L. A.Hamblin,
were collected all over the!service.
- Mrs. Vernon T. Jones of Ahmed Abdulai, Nigeria, third pastor; St. Luke's Baptist
United States and brought by The d e fendant's
1966 Quinn.
year law student at the Uni- Church, Rev. Thomas Bucker,
children
truckloads for distribution asked Atty. Estes to take the
the
versity
of
Lagos,
where hel pastor.
The group is presently tourLEAVING ST. JOHN —The
Vance following the funeral
F. OdeneaL S. Parks. and there.
!ease. a matter he had recalled
ing the United States on a serves as president of the In the near future Mr. Morris
Negroes in Haywood and Ireading about in Jaekson,
there on Monday. Pallbear•
W. C. Holmes. Interment
reverse exchange program spon_ Student Union: Augustinus Na- plans to speak at Smothers body of Rev. James F.
not'Tenn., as a teenager. He
Counties had
ers include Revs. L. R.
was in St. John Church Fayette
sored by Operation Crossroads lana, Lesotho, an elementary Chapel CME church, Rev. Estes, well-known for his
Donson, W. C. liolmes, S.
cementery
at
J ackson. been allowed to vote since Itook the case without his fee,
school teacher and regional Phillip E. Brooks, pa sto r: work as an attorney in
Africa, Inc.
the
R e c onstruction Period and the trial became one of
Tennessee, is carried from
H. Herring, E. Gentry, B.
( tVithers Photo)
The members of the tow Boy Scouts director, and FranCivil
War.;the biggest events to happen
following
the
(See Page 2)
St. John Baptist Church
group arrived in the United cis Stevens Sierra Leone who
speak
at
a ! in Somerville for years.
Invited
to
is
currently
majoring
in
ecoStates on June 21, and since
church Atty. Estes told a re- Stores were closed during
mica.,
mimics
at
Fourah
'Boy's
colthen have visited Flint,
porter, he spoke on the im- court
rumors
and
hours,
New Brunswick, N.J., Chicago, lege of the University of Sierra
portance of registration and,that a mob might try to rush
Leone.
New York City, and recently
voting, a subject which wasi in and take the defendant,
toi
Houston, Texas, and Santa The group was slated
being given great emphasis ini Burton Dodson, out and lynch
spend
five
days
in
Memphisj
Fe, N. M., where they had
Shelby Cont"at the time.
I him resulted ie the stationing
contact with Spanish-speakin and .a program was set up by
•
••
er !
serree,
e re- of six burly Tennessee HighMinisters
!
Americans and Pueblo Indians. the International Group of Memcplled. •-a 'pan tame up to way patrolmen in the courtphis, Inc., and LeMoyne college
Lightning started it. and One of the city's largest"
The group includes Lawrence with Mrs. Eugene Warren and
me that he had room until the case ended.
the and '
1
'
church
edifices
the
Alpha
realized
Ellis, the leader, who -s
i --an Dean Lionel Arnold as coordi- A group of 65 Baptist minis-1 tist
Convention
asking!the resulting fire gutted Alpha
is
of his ambitions
At first Negroes were re.
of boys at Jamaica High school, nators.
headed by Dr. A. E.Ithat citizens vote against the`Church Congregation of the Chureh is one of Memphis'', ,,
rept that of being lurietant to a t tend it, but
most impressive church build- in L'ei
Queens, N.Y. a member ofl The OC.A program, which is Campbell, pastor of Columbus "open bar law" or "liquor byi
Temples of the Living Grad ings. The congregation. led Oy aisle Of vote."
they eventually came in large
the OCA Screening Committee;
Baptist church and president the drink" on Thursday, AuAu-;at 1084 East McLemore during
group
then
engaged numbers, and heard
A
Atty.
Elder Vidor Williams, first
and African members Miss
(See Page 2)
of the Tennessee Regular Bap- gust 17.
Wednesday occupied the structure three Att. Estes to "do what you Estes ask each prospective
!a
thunderstorm
According to the ministers,1 morning of last week. The years ago.
can" to get Negroes the vote white juror if he had any
open bars will mean increased damage exceeds $100,000. It,'"
in Fayette County.
objections to Negroes registerdrinking, which will result in was a five-alarm fire, and The members had . made t Hardly anything i anymore
ing and voting.
financial.
remarkable
record
in
more taxes, more accidents required 13 fire companies:cost to increase Atty. Estes popuWhen queried as to what
annost the full
av'n
,
and more crime.
to fight the blaze which raced of the property when fthe lardy in Haywood and Fayette bearing a juror's position on
Under the proposed law, the across the roof of the imposing •
Counties as the attorney for
group said, any person who , structure.
(See Page 2)
Burton Dodson, an elderly !
/See Page 2)
can prove he has -moral char-j
'
acter" and can assemble 191
-,''
.31
card tables and one sandwich'
in a cellophane bag can open
'Ve ,v
a bar.
!
Citing statistics compiled by
a group known as "Christians,I
dent of Haiti, receiving the Inc,- Dr. Campbell said that
Claude A. Barnett, veteran
Chevalier Order of Honor and open bars have been adopted in
newsman and founder-director
Merit.
of the Associated Negro Press,
(See Page 2)
Through the years Mr. Bardied at his home, 3619 South
•
nett insisted that the great
Wednesday
early
Parkway.
mass of Negroes need help in
after a long illness.
lifting themselves up, but the
Funeral services were held
talented tenth could take care
Saturday. at Quinn Chapel
of themselves.
AME church, 2401 S. Wabash
He often advised leaders of
ave. Bishop Frederick D. Jorboth races in behalf of his peodan of Califfornia delivered the
ple.
eulogy and interment followed
In mid 1964. after 45 years of
in Burr Oak Cemetery.
playing a dominant part in the
The visitation was held at
Negro struggle for freedom,
the church on Friday, 7 until
equality and first-class citizen9 p.m.
ship, the Associated Press foldA world traeeler, Mr. Barnett
ed, because, Mr. Barnett said,
made most of his trips to Afrihe was sorely in need of a rest.
ca, and from 1947 until 19111) went
His other activities included:
to the Continent 11 times. His
hobby was collecting African
President, Provident Hospital
art and curios.
and Training School (1938-42);
Born in Sanford, .Pla., Sept
CLAUDE BARNETT
Consultant, United States Secretary of Agriculture (1938-51);
16, 1889, he was brought to
Chicago at the age of nine of foreign news about negroes. director, Supreme Liberty Life
months and attended school At one time, Mr. Barnett was Insurance Co.; Liberia C,cm- HOME ON LEAVE — Private Clarence Earl Withers,
In Mattoon, Ill., Chicago and a member of the advertising
fund, on
Oak Park. He receieed the staff of the Chicago Defender. pany, N.Y.: Phelps-Stokes
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
doctor of humanities deg: The busy newsman became N Y ; trustee of Tuskegee In- C. Withers, Sr., is home on
actively involved in community, stitute: member board of gov- furlough this week after comfrom Tuslaigee Install* is
He graduated from that in- national and international af- ernors, National American Red pleting basic training at Fort
fairs on which he was an au- Cross.
stitution in 1906.
Rocker, Ala. A graduate of
After working as
govern- thority.
Colonization Society, Booker Mitchell High school, he atment clerk for a nuraber of In 1952 he received the de- T. Washington Institute, Kak- tended Tennessee State uniitga coration as commander for the ata, Liberia; member of the versity and LeMoyne college
years, Mr. Bernett,
church, told fire departchurch valued at nearly
after lightning set the roof
Rounded the news sertel Am- Order of Star of Africa from President's Committee for the before entering service. 1k ALPHA CHURCH BURNS —
ment officials he was in hi%
82041,000 with its educational
ablaze during a thunder
g de. Liberia's president, William V. Physically Handicapped; life returns to camp on Friday. Firemen are seen fighting
ended Negro Press,
study' when he heard the
building on MeLemore.
storrn. Elder Victor 1..
His father in the well-known Are which destroyed the
'eloped what is probakgy the S. Tubman. The year before he
blast which destroyed the
Williams, pastor of the,
Alpha chinch last Thursday
most comprehensive coverage was decorated by the presiphotographer.
(See Page 2)
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Founder Of Tent City
Is Dead At Age 47

Memphis On Itinerary

Of African Visitors
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Joins•

Dr. King, Raps SNCC Chiefs'‘

Atlanta jail are being used
exclusively for housing persons,
arrested for public drunkenm i ,
'I For every dollar of liquor re(Continued From Page 1
(See Page 2)
the country seems
insists -What we must do is to deal the mood Of
and venue brought in, he said, a
Negroes' regis tering
in meeting oi in*. National is liqening to %Own]. He
be for an effective rat-conit cost Atlanta similar to the Experiment in
study
showed
vioto
of
causes
root
the
with
trial,
murder
a
consensus!
on
had
voting
Medical Association, Dr Robert ed that there is no
International Living, gave the
— the underside of the trol bill.
Atty. Estes told a writer that
C. Weaver, secretary of the *Thong Negroes, no single voice'lence
visitors an opportunity to live.
such as frustration,l Dr. -Weaver spoke Tuesday
iceberg,
that question was for the bene- If the open bar law results in the homes of American
otherwise.
or
ghetto
the
Department of Housing and Ur- in
unemployment, andi night at the inaugural of Dr.
hostility,
courtthe
in
fit of the Negroes
ban Development, charged that Weaver said that at the time
in the same statistics in crime , families, providing them with a
Lionel F. Swan of Detroit, who
.
housing.'
room, who had been so "brain- as in Atlanta, he said it will better understanding of the
the mass media of the country'of his appointment, he experi- bad
became the NMA's 6711 presiblame
placed much of the
washed" that they thought mean three times as many American was of life
have made Brown, Carmichael,'enced some trouble getting con- He
dent.
history
the
on
s
lawlessnes
of
.
opposed
all white citizen were
and others of their persuasion. firmed because he had been asDr.
rapes, three times as many
Families serving as hosts
lack of law enforcement in In his acceptance speech,
to their registering and voting. murders, and four times as
"We get leaders by the day," sociated with that "radical" or- of
the
that
notice
served
were Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Swan
neighborhoods. Years
Not only do Negroes vote many shootings, cuttings and
Weaver replied sharply to a ganization, the NAACP. Today, the ghetto
would continue to
n
Warren, 7505 Parker Circle:
associatio
Be
seeing
B.
WOODS
HOWARD
children
of
years
upon
freely in Haywood and Fayette stabbings.
question about the effectiveness the NAACP is called "modera drive
Rev. and Mrs. Harold Davis,
Sengstacke Publications
dope pushers, prostitutes, and throw its support behind
*
Counties now. but they hold
of the chairman and the former ate."
for
care
health
better
2036 Nellie rd ; Dr and Mrs
secure
to
police payoff cannot help but
previously
offices
political
Signing the petition against li- Hol/is F. Price, 807 Walker
"If we had listened to the
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — The only chairman of SNCC.
Negroes.
enforcelaw
for
contempt
breed
held only by whites.
quor by the drink with Dr. ave.. and Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Negro in the Cabinet has joined "The more radical the state- pleas of the NAACP in those
"I want to give notice that
ment, he averred.
A native of Jackson, Tenn.. Campbell were Revs. E. W. Corliss, 1293 Dogwood.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., ment, the Mut e abundant the days, perhaps we wouldn't be
National Medical Associathe
Weaver defended the federal
Rev. Estes was the son of the. Williamson, T. Hammond, L.C.
and growing number of na- microphones and cameras" the plagued with some of the probtion, In conjwaction with, other
against
Ingram
B.
William
Mayor
program
housing
22141-3
late Mr. Melvoid Estes and isuther. L. 0. Vasser, R. H. Anin meeting head- former national board member lems we have today," he said.
s;.--Saili
welcomed the visitors to the tional leaders
by Sen. Edward civil rights organization
Mrs. Bertha Estes. He attended' thony, T. B. Plunkett, A. Bailey,
described the an attack
secretary
l
The
and
Stokely
declared.
H.
all its
of
on
the
NAACP
Carmichae
with
fight
to
key)
continue
a
each
city by presenting
Brooke (R.-Mass.), who had
the South Jackson Grammar C. S. Pope, C. Mickens, Jr.,
He warned, however, that civil disorders as icebergs with
resources against all health inand by Rap Brown, black power advoMemphis
merryk
of
city
paper-wor
the
to
"a
it
called
School and Merry High School S. A. Tousson. L. Gayetoy, R
that disAmerica must not become pre- violence simple being the visible
certificates cates.
them
go-round." The program will stitutions and facilities
Paul Bu- presenting
in Jackson and finished Lane, S. Pamphlet and
ng
to
the
who
speak
at
Here
determini
physiwith
inaugurNegro
occupied
UP.
against
criminate
Memmaking them honorary
_ work, Weaver asserted.
_
—
with the (lass of chanan.
college
on the cians and their patients.
phians.
comment
ts,
Asked
1942 with a bachelor of arts
that as
Chamber of A
possibility of rat-control bill in "Let the racists know
A
IS
ROSE
ROSE
Also Revs. W. S Buford, The Memphis
degree in sociology.
nethis
continue
they
as
the
for
long
he
Commerce arranged
this Congress, Weaver said
In August of the same year. Lee Malone, Fred Johnson, guests to see a film, "Highpractice, they will have
farious
a
what
guess
to
liked
never
he enlisted in the United C. H. Braynt, Napoleon Hamer,
lights of Memphis," which
legislative bill win do, but that no peace."
States Army and in less than R. L. Franklin, D. B. Burbridge gave them a better perspective,
Wynn,
W.
J.
months had climbed J. W. Williams,
three
of the city. They also visited
from the rank of private to 0. C. Crivens, T. M. Hender- the RCA plant, colleges and,
W.
Dr.
and
Billops,
C.
Q.
son
later
staff sergeant. He was
universities of Memphis, and
Officer Herbeit Brewster.
to Engineers
sent
saw the Head Start programs
Candidate School and was comAnd Revs. E. V McGhee,, in action at Alcv and Gordon
missioned a second lieutenant
Young, Dave Bonds, .1. Elementary schools.
Edgar
in June 1943.
A. Gentry, J. W. The Africans were dressed in
Netters,
three
in
ed
participat
He
Freeman, J. W. native garb at the party given
T.
J.
West,
battles and was promoted to
J.
Powell, C. L. for them on Tuesday night.
W.
Porter,
first lieutenant before coming
V August 1. Miss Oredugba wore
European Rucker. Dave Washington.
the
home from
Bluth., a beautiful rose embroidered
H.
G.
Jones,
Paul
Brown,
Theater of Operations. He
S. W. Harrison, W. L. Fox, A)dress with a stunning pink BY FLORENCE SOMERVILLE seated in Atlantic City, anpl the arrangement of different
FINAL CLOSE OUT
remained in the U.S. Army
headdress, while the y o u n g •
other beauty contests each musical sounds, pretty girls are
the J. James. J. B. Webb. John
gained
and
n
handwove
Reserves
in
attired
America's most overlooked
Isom, Jr.. L. C. Jones. H. H men were
rank of major before retiring. Harper, J. L. Ward and W. TS robes with rapels (shirts) re- beautiful women are those year, may indeed be worthy just as varied.
1967 Chevolets &
of the recognition they receive It would be unrealistic and
Marquette
He attended the
presenting their respective col- with deep brown exciting eyes for they truly make a
Grafton.
that
to
say
naive
all
most
pretty
Law
School of
All Used Cars
University
turs.
enhanced by a broad, distincin Milwaukee Wis., and was Others are Revs B. H. Davis, Highlighted at the party tive nose, shapely full lips and picture when strolling down black women with broad eagraduated from there with a L.R. Donson. B. L. Bess, W. C. were African High Life dances a fascinating mass of crowning the ramp to "A Pretty Girl black women with broad feaIs Like a Melody."
South's Largest
tures are beautiful, but when
bachelor of laws degree in Jackson. E. V Jones. P. L. and color slides of life in Sierra, glory.
a
form
their
assets
physical
girl
is
a
like
pretty
Because
the
to
n,
a
admitted
g
o
L
was
1948,
These alluring black beauties
Rowe. Charlie Williams. B. W. Leone shown by Miss
Inventory
e- elegantly adorn the American a melody, such events should vision that excites and delights
bar in that state and came Keeler, J.W. Barber, Ira Frank- with commentary by Mr.
include black members of the the eye with a sense of apto Men)fabis to practice the lin, Coleman Crawford. W. Ger- vens.
h
• ene b t th '
a esd:
el ynot preciation, they should be
fair sex whose featurm
latter part of the year.
man, Donzell Hykes and J. K. Guests were enchanted by the grace is disregarded b y a sowith a confined mental given their proper place in the
In his law office on Vance, Pickens.
music and dances and the ex-i.ciety endowed with a limited comply
TOMMY IS WAITIN
:s spectrum of beauty.
he also set up what was,
cellent use of English by the acceptance of what makes a image, for just as
known as the S'eterans Benevisitors
woman pleasing to the eye.
fit Association, an organization
Guests at the party included
They are ignored by teleNegro
inform
designed to
Mrs. Mettle Sengstacke, Mrs. vision, Hollywood and fashion
and
ejs.
daughtt
The hour has come
veterans about the rights
Mattie Crossley and
magazines for their
privileges they were entitled
Callie and Fayree Mrs. Ber- counterparts—black and white
(Continued From Page 1
nice Williams and daughter, whose physical assets conform
to receive.
Rev. Eugene Waller. pastori member, Chicago Art Institute Myrna: Mrs. Samellen Wilson, with an abstract general noNatural . Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Warren,
of the Cummings Street Baptistl Life member, Chicago
mem- Dr. Ethelyn Williams. Mr. and tion of beauty.
board
Museum:
History
cere-,1
of
master
church, was
How incredible that the
Agencies,!
Social
of
Council
Mrs. William Moseley, Mrs. human mind, so advanced in
monies for the funeral at St.1 ber.
on
John on Monday. Expressions Chicago, and N.Y. Colonizati Lozella Marzette. Mrs. Elsie the arts can cling to such a
Payne and daughters. Cheryl. narrow mental scope of lovewere given by J. A. Cooke Society.
of Lane college, Atty. I. H. His club activities included, Cathy and Carroll: and Mrs. liness.
Robert membership in the Appomattox Eva White and daughter, CaMurphy. Chancellor
Unfortunately pic t u res de
GET OUR FINAL SALE PRICE
L. Taylor. Dr. A. E. Camp- Club, Forty Club, Tuskegee mille McChriston.
with keen feawomen
picting
bell, a vice president of the Alumni Association and the Others were Miss Dorothy tures, fair skin and flowing
BEFORE THE 1968 PRICE INCREASE
National Baptist Convention,, Chicago Assembly. He also was Willett, W.P. Brown. Miss Cher- hair as "the beautiful woman."
cities
to
attracted
are
industry
and
Business
Miss
Allbrook.
of.
a member of Alpha Phi Alpha ri .Jackson, Joe
USA. Inc . and president
constantly presented to the
Mickey Stephens, Miss Dobbie,
the Tennessee Regular Bap- Fraternity.
American public. has been inwith progressive programs for sound growth.
tist Convention; Rev. P. C. After he became stricken al- Dobbins. Lucius Gibson. Miss strumental in creating this,
MiMiss
Lloyd and Dr. S. H. Herring, most two years ago, Mr. *Bar- Gwendolyn Williams,
image as a "must- for beauty.1
of St. Paul Baptist nett said he wanted Bishop nan Robinson and Miss Nita
pastor
Recently a small free thinkJones,
Rh,pnda
Miss
Garner,
church.
Jordan to officiate at his fun- .
segment of our society has
ing
Miss
Jr.,
Soloists were Garmer Currie, oral because be had been his: Miss Muriel Jones.
this concept. These
rejected
Miss
Logan and
who sang "The Lord's Prayer:": minister before being elevated Marvenia
individuals are aware of the
who'
Logan
Gloria
Mrs. Varine Dickens.
to the bishopric
fact that beauty can be deGrea t . Mr. Barnett was married. On Wednesday they observed
presented "How
in a number of ways,
fined
Thour • Art." and Mrs. Imo- Tune 24. 193-1 to Etta Moten. a the Upward Bound program at none of which eliminate felater
and
college,
gene Hill, who sang "Going heatrical, TV and radio figure. LeMoyne
whose natural appearattended an assembly where males
Home."
He is surylvei. by his wife.
from others.
differs
ance
execuAside from his mother. Rev. three daughters, Sue. Gladys Mrs. Maxine A Smith,
too bad that there are
It's
NAACP.
the
of
secretary
For Beverage Control • c WOW Chili=
F.stes is survived by his wife. and Etta Vee; five grandchil- tive
peoMcDaniel, exe- not more non-conforming
Mrs. Frances Estes, former dren; cousins. Dr. Wendell P. and Rev. J. A.
brainbe
to
refuse
who
ple
the Memphis
Mentphis school teacher: a son. Green, Lucius Green and Pearl cutive director of
were guest washed into confining their
First lieut. James Frank Bolden. both of Washington, Urban League,
college was appreciation of charm.
Estes. Jr.. who came home D.C., and a foster brother, lecturers. LeMoyne
A reserved illusion of pretty
during
visitors
the
to
host
fun
Tat:,
from Germans' for the
Harvey Mackey, formerly of
has been exploited by
females
•RiverInn
Holiday
two daughters. Miss Francetta Chicago, but now living in dinner at
make tremendous proto
many
mont that evening.
Estes and Mrs. Gwendolyn Santa Barbara. Calif.
products aimed at,
fits from
Memphis
left
visitors
The
Estes Robertson; a grandson,' Collins Funeral Home was in
a one sided
accept
who
those
D.C.
n.
Washingto
for
Robertson: charge of the arrangements. headed
Jerome
Ronnie
will vision of assets one must have
and
City,
York
New
and
Drain,
Azeile
three sister. Mrs.
head back to Africa by way to be pleasingly attractive.
Memphis; Mrs. Bertha Green .
Those American cubes preof Paris later this month.
Mrs. Melvoid
Detroit; and
1.
R.
Kingston.
Benson, North
and others.
Interment was in the St.
(Continued From Page 1) I
in
cemetery
Church
John
Churc
Jackson. Shaw Funeral Home Bethelehem Baptist
pastor.
Billops,
Of the six pecsons listed below, which would
C.
Quincy
Rev
of
charge
in
of Jackson was
exhas
Morris
Candidate
arrangements.
be your choice as Mayor of Memphis?
pressed a determination to
win the forthcoming election.
Mayor William B. Imgram
and is making a strong bid
for the support of the residents
District,
Seventh
of t h e
Hunter Lane
as well as the help of other
Continued From Page I)
citizens.
Memphis
Henry Loeb
fire struck.
He is a well-known insurance
Insurance is expected to and professional man, and is
Bill Morris
cover much of the loss. Even as, active in civic and religious
firemen were still fighting the; affairs in Memphis.
blaze church spokesmen were'
Pete Sission
speaking in terms of securing
bids from local construction
HEY NEIGHBOR!
A.W. Willis
the
restore
to
companies
damaged building.
C ck On y On*
Is the news of your
Mcr I to the Popularity Poll
The fire started between
Tri-State Defender
the roof and ceiling over the club, your church, your
Office Box 311
choir section of the 1,000
Post
your civic group
s a actuary. It raced school,
seat
38101 Memphis, Tenn.
through the main church and showing up in your
We will pay the postage.
Drop in mail box.
into the educational building
er?
newspap
Remember back-to-school time last year? The armful ofsupplies? The closet
behind it.
furnishing
inner
Much of the
full of clothes? The raft of unexpected extras?...Probably you thought there was
If it isn't, there's
of the church was saved by
just no end to the bills!
members who rushed to the semething y o u should;
The hour has come
Chief
t
Departmen
scene. Fire
E. A. Hamilton was quoted do about it. Appoint
Well,things will be different this year. Oh,you'll still have to do the picking out
as saying damage was heavy public relations chairand the trying on.But shopping with new BankAmericard makes it all so much easier.
to equipment in the church
person
and the roof and ceiling were man. Have that
With this one great all-purpose credit card you can buy everything your
destroyed. Firemen checked call Tri State Defender,
school-child needs,including the apple for teacher. And no matter how many
the walls of the two-story
yellow brick building to de- JA 6-8397.
different stores you deal with,all you get is one bill. All you write is one check.
termine if they are sound.
We'll explain h o w
The leader of the Alpha
Money tight? That's no problem either.With BankAmericard's liberal extended
congregation is one of the
be
should
news
your
minisradio
city's best-known
payment plan,you can(for a small monthly service charge),take your sweet time
prepared, how it should
ters.
Or you can settle up within 25 days of the statement date,

Founder

memphis

Weaver

HUD Leader
Meets Them
Head-On

UNION
CHEVROLET

2200 LAMAR AVE.

For You!

Barnett

Vote for
more jobs

For The Best Deal In Town On
A New Or Used Car
SHOP

'vote FOR progress
on August 17th

UNION CHEVROLET
PH. 324-3671

Morris

Tri-State Defender Popularity Poll

,4 0
Handiest way
back to school.

Fire

Vote for
respectfor law

be sent in.

Liquor
(Continued From Page 1)
Atlanta, and alcohol consumption per person has doubled
since that time
Georgians, who on the aver
.
age drank 24 per cent les,
than Tennesseans before open
bars were adopted, now con
sume 39 per cent more than
Tennesseans, and with the remat that two floors of the

If you're not getting
your fair share of coverage, that's a situation
we can help you correct.
NOTICE!
Deadline for all news 5
p.m. Sunday.

legal on-premises sales under a regulated beverage
control program will aid law enforcement.

about paying.
and avoid service fees altogether.

BankAmericard. Use it if you have one. Apply if you don't It can get your kids
through school. BankAmericard,another people service from First National Bank.

voteEfOR progress
on August 17th
syll
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GED Test To Be Given
At Tech, Washington

20 Get Degrees 1
I HOLLY SPRINGS,
'—Twenty graduates
their degrees at the
lege commencement

The General Educational De- poses only to determine grade
velopment Test will be given at placement in night school.
1Memphis Technical High School
at 5:30 p.m., August 14, 15. and The test will be given in three
16. and at Booker . Washing- parts and it is necesary that
ton High Schoold at 5:30 p.m., each candidate be present all
August 21, 22, and 23, by the three nights. There is a $4 fee
Division of Guidance and Test- which will be applied to night
ing of the Memphis City School school tuition for those who
System.
wish to attend night classess.
Persons 21 years of age and
A birth certificate, driver's
older can earn a equivalency,
license or voter's registration
high school diploma by taking!
card must be brought for identithe GED Test. Persons between!fication. Veterans are request17 and 21 are eligible to take!
ed to bring their discharge or
the test for classification pur-; separation papers.

AT FRESH AIR CAMP —
More than 125 children attended the Theodora Tre•
zevant Neely Fresh Air
Camp held at T. 0. Fuller
State Park June 27 through

July 22, and pictured here
before the camp bulletin
board is one of the happy
groups which enjoyed such
activities as volley b a II,

swimming softball, hik i n g,
woodcraft, campfire, hobbies and movies. The camp
is operated each summer
by the Young Men's Chris-

tian Association. Mrs. Ann
II. Weathers directed the
camp assisted by 10 counselors.
(Withers Photo)

If I Had To
Speak My Piece

Roderick P. Diggs To

Dates For Kindergarten

Enter UT Med School

Registration Announced

If I had to speak my piece,
no doubt I would walk out on
,the edge of the world, and
stop on an island called "Intelligence," and I would look
back at this world of ours,1
and I would speak my piece.' --

I would start on the Street
Roderick Peter Diggs Jr., a
The Alcy Seventh Day Ad- the opening of the elementary Corners, by patting my broth1967 graduate of LeMoyne Colventist School has announced school for grades one through ers on the shoulders and say,
lege, has been accepted by the
the opening of its kindergarten eight.
"get off and on it, you are
University of Tennessee
and day care center for the Registration for these grades giggling out of sorrow."
College of Medicine and will
1967-68 school year.
will be held August 28-30, with
become a member of the class
starting on Thursday, I would walk in the Church
classes
Formal registration will beentering the university March
and say, 99 and one-half won't
31.
August
gin on Thursday. Aug. 17, and
25, 1968.
do; you have got to make a
will be held from 8 a.m. Additional information about 100."
He is the second LeMoyne
.
until 4 p.m.
graduate admitted to the UT.
I would say totheBeatniks,
the kindergarten may be obCollege of Medicine.
Miss:
would say to the Beatniks,
calling
Mrs.
Edythe
I
tained
by
. The school will accept apEarline L. Houston of 935 Leath
Doggette at 942-5129, or 946-2423 "this is no sex revolution; love
from
through
o
u
t
plicants
is in her senior year at the
is a promise to be kept and not
the city and county, but is For information about elemedical college.
promise to be broken."
primarily designed to serve mentary school, persons may a
. Miss Houston was graduated
community,
immediate
the
call Mr. Puffins at 946-2423. I would say to the Young
.from LeMoyne with honor
Hill,
Knob
includes
which
Ladies in their over average
and distinction and Mr. Diggs!
Orchid Homes, Ellieston and The school is located at 1325 Mini Dresses, to make their
was graduated with distinction.
Holiday Heig hts, Castalia Alcy rd.
desirable object,
a
' bodies
Mr. Diggs now finds it necesHeights, Longview and admisery for dessary to turn down a RockeDog gette is 1"don't trade
J.
M.
Elder
joining -communities.
pair."
feller Foun dation post-bacDay
Seventh
pastor of the Alcy
calaureate fellowship to Pamon
In addition to the kindergar- Adventist church, sponsors of I would say to the Jackleg
College in Clairmont, Calif.,
ten, the school principal. Fred the kindergarten and church ;Preachers, -perhaps your god
RODERICK P. DIGGS
which he had accepted before
Pullins. has also announced school.
,is dead; but my God is not
hearing from UT.
dead."
He is the son of LeMoyne sophomore classes. During his junior
year
at
LeMoyne, he was
graduates, Roderick P. Diggs
' I would look attheTeachers
Sr. a teacher at Hamilton,president of the Student Council
I would look at the Teachers
High School, and Mrs. Mary His brother, Charles is a senior
:and say, -you have a great
Diggs, a teacher at Grant Ele- at LeMoyne.
responsibility; but ignorance is
mentary School. They reside at Roderick Diggs Jr. is a gradeating up the majority."
uate of Manassas High School
1014 Woodlawn Street.
I would say to the GambMr. Diggs Jr., employed as and ranked third in his high
lers,
and Drinkers, "when you
Memschool
senior
class•
an editorial clerk at, the
NASHVILLE....Mrs. A. Cath-1 president of the university, have drunk your last drink,
phis Press-Scimitar, was presi- He will be married Aug. 12
dent of his senior class at Le- to a classmate, Miss Sandra ryn Johnson, outstanding edu-, Other highlights of the 1,veek-'and rolled your last dice, who
will you hear singing "AMAZ•
Moyne and had also served as,Donell Taylor, of 1359 Gaither- cator of Annapolis, Maryland, end include alumni meetings
_
ING GRACE?"
president of his freshman and1Parkway.
the
will deliver
baccalaureate-, on Saturday, August 19, and a
—
I commencement address at Ten- ,.Diurett
supper honoring the I would say to the Day
nessee State University. Sunday ; graduate hosted by the univer- Dreamers, "yesterday is gone,
yet to
i sity president, Dr. and Mrs. forget it; tomorrow is
August 20, at 10:00 a.m.
I come, but today is here: live it.
I
Mrs. Johnson, a 1934 graduate, W. S. Davis.
I I would walk down the streets
of Tennessee State, is the wido! Mrs. Johnson, now assis- of Racial Violence, and say
of the late Ros 0. Johnson, also
principal of Hillsmere "violence won't ease your fears
of Tennessee State, is the tant
fear knows no color; nor
School
in Annapolis, Maryland,I for
window of the late Ras O.
violence nor the results of what
Johnson, also a Tennessee State began her teaching career hal will be next."
Parents of children entering
alumnus, who at the time of Murfreesboro, Tennessee. A
As
a
parent,
you
should
reasschool for the first time this'
his death was Chief of Africa- world traveler, she has spent I would say to this Young
September can make the ad- sure your child that all the de- Europe division (Education)
Generation, summer is bound
justment to this new phase in tails have been reviewed, iie under the State Department. more than two years abroad, to bring about heat waves, but
much of the time in Laos where +if life should befail you, nourish
the youngster's life easier and should have an opportunity to
The appearnace of Mrs. John- her husband was last stationed.•! your courages in silence with
eliminite some of the child's
ask questions and receive an- son continues a tradition of Her son, Ed Lee Johnson, is,, .
fears.
mate."
swers no matter how unimpor- many years that the summer now a sophomore at TSU. Herl
The basic problem for anywould stop, and look
one facing a new situation is tant it may appear to you. commencement speaker be a mother, Mrs. Lena B. Watson,l, Then I
myself, and say, Lee Roy!
Remember
that
he
is
a
child
Nashville
resident,iat
of
Tennessee
State,
former
graduate
a
fear of the unknown. Therefore,
and may have concerns which according to the announcement was coordinator of Religious' you are dreaming! The world
the obvious solution is an orienseem minute to you but gigan- made by Dr. Granville Saw- Activities at Tennessee Statelhas passed on; and you have
tation which makes the student
tic to him.
spoken your piece.
yer, executive assistant to the until her retirement.
more familiar with the many
new things he will encounter.
The orientation falls into sev- 111111111111111•111111111011111111111111Ma
eral areas.
The child should be registered and assigned to a class as
soon as possible. Many school
offices are open during t h e
summer. An early start gives
the principal more time to obtain necessary records and inBaked ;n Memphis by Memphians
formation necessary for proper
. .. rushed daily to your big
placement.
Hoaue & Knott supermarket for
Perhaps a tour of the buildmaximum freshness.
ing and a look at the new
classroom is possible. Show the
child around the grounds. If
possible, he might spend some
time in the playground.
It is helpful to find out if any
children in the neighborhood
will be in the same grade or
possibly the same class. Becoming acquainted with one, or
iraa.
more of these children will he
of dallinite assistance to your
_Ab
le
child. Your child may arrange
Ark,IP.
to go to school on the first
444
:Fr „
day with one of)these new
44
44
1 %,
friends.
• .
04The parents in the neighbor4
.4V
hood are also helpful. They can
familiarize you with the best
t4ift
way to walk to the school in
0014
3rder to avoid cl..ngerous crossings or to cross where policemen are assigned.
The school office or other
off"
parents can be helpful in giving
you the details (xi opening time,
Hogue & Knot+
school calendar, lunch arrange14-Oz.
ments and other rules which
Big II/246. Sandwich Loaf
Loaf
your child should know:

Tsu

raduate To Speak

At Summer Exercise

Peter Pan Cleaners
899 E. Mclemore
ONE HOUR SERVICE
946-1205
SUMMER
MONEY
SAVER

1560 Netherwood
SAME DAY SERVICE
215-1544
(
WE
FIRST NATIONAL

APPRECIATE
YOUR
BUSINESS

BAN KAMERICARD

Veleime hi2i

1
Beautifully Cleaned & Pressed

Persons who wish to take the
GED Test in the daytime may
do so in room 114 of the Board
of Education at 2597 Avery
from 8:45 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Thursday.

By LEE ROY CLEMONS

held on last Sunday, August 6.
Dr. J. H. White, president of
' Mississippi Valley State college
MISS. —,at Ina Bena, Miss., delivered
received the commencement and baccaRust coldlaureate address in the Doxey
exerciseslauditorium.

SUITS and DRESSES, plain $ 125
SHIRTS
"Like you like 'ern" 5f-$115

Buy U.S.
Bonds

All Your Clothes Mildew
CC Proofed, Moth Proofed,'
Odor Proofed4

FRFREE

END Of Season Sale! Save$50
.
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WHY SETTLE FOR
. AIR CONDITIONING
ONLY ONE ROOM?

;1

First Day Of School

••••.•

Needn't Cause Fear

imam

BUNS
23,

8 to
pkg.

LEGAL NOTICE
Public Notice Is be by Meidered that
Um War on Poe.* Oossedtlee of
Memphis and Shelby'1111MOMI Is inviting
Mdiestiona of Interest'from UN mattfirma or acfleu public accoun t
Meeetants to perform an audit of our
aettvitiee for the palled men rues
20. 1967. Individual eitelliled public
aalliaate their
aseounts or firms
• begat to
bitereat by iubmitt
addreee
ewe hi outprolecti of
tid experience in
nature supported le WMde or part
*K2 Federal fen*, audl further In
there is MOM elm *Remnant for
Vnirh auditing sere** lextre t.eien provided Both fetters entult he received
27 Aug. 16, 19117
War on Poverty risengsetto.
tel Jefferstnn Ave.
Memphis, Tennessee *toe

a

BREAD
25c
BROWN.'N SERVE ROLLS

1'4ogue & Knott
12 to Package

15c
25c
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.4nanao300 SERIES

HOGUE 81 KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis!

Hcgue & Knott
Hambrger
or Hot Dog

MINIM

=§ MasanMai
Org,a2
.....Min'55

room air conditioner

has the cooling power
to keep 3 rooms or even
a small home refreshingly
cool!
•••

pal Wm in.al MI MI VW

fogliffelWallaui Waifs

QUIET, TO01 it is as quiet
as marl COW! systems.
And its operating cost is abou+
The same as for cooling one room!

A

5-Year
Warranty
on Total
Appliance

Amana

Famous
quafif
is in Me same price

others of
lesser quality!

range as

mana FIVE•YEAR WARRANTY 014 TOTAL APPLIANCE

repa;r

This Wan-Inky covert free replace,-sent be
by an authorized dealer, including related tabere Of tarts temi
defective under normal use Si to the workmardhip or material within five years alter delivery to the original
purchaser,
The OVITIIIT is responsible for nui mai maintenance service'such as cleaning of coils, water drains, and motor lut
ricabont for replacement of service items such as gaskets, filterS. capacitors. hither or plastic parts, and
furnished in the installation kit; and for Mamaj deterioration of appearance items due to wear or exposure. material
This warranty does not cover taxes, duties, assessments leviel at time cf part export or local cartage or
band
eeneriew incurred in performance: nor does it apply to any p•Dcluct sUblfir.ted
ascident, mis zse, negligence, *bus*,
cetare•m4mt of .sertai number plate, Or repaired or altered by unauthorized personnel so as to affect
adverSely Its
performance or reliability.
Trim warranty is extended by Amens tlistrbuters and the4r DeVers, indenentlenUy and roles agents MM.*
-Refrigeration, Inc., and rovers Amami Compact. Air Command Or Year 'Round Roam Air Conditioners.
This warranty shall be effective osier within the tthited States and in Canada and when tee product is
*OM authorized Distributors or their Dealers. Purchasers !sons other sources, if any, tray °rosin sieryjc;purchased
scon sg.
Dealers upon
tnortaya DistriPUtOra er their

payment of trier regular scheduled charges therefor:

A1AANA REFRIGERATION, INC.. AMARA, IOWA

We Service All Makes of Air-Conditioners Guaranteed Used Units From
$49 & up Low monthly payments up to 36 Mos. to pay
NO DOWN PAYMENT

PRIDDY
BURGESS
HOGUE & KNOTT
APPLIANCES

1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
3384 N. THOMAS
1578 LAMAR

4321 -SUMMER
973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER

OME AND SEE--

1883 LAMAR

OR JUST CALL

275-1101
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Swinging Singer To Anchor Annual Parade
Meet Otis Redding: Singer,
Composer,Billiken Celebrity

pool
swim ming
Arms of Mine," "Satisfaction,"!international recording and per-10-shaped
3(10.
wling,
a
spr
his
on
would:
I
Then,
star.
'farming
Needs,'
Heart
"That's What My
Macon.
in
ranch
acre
I
vacuum
"Pain in my Heart," "Chained ike to fill that silent
and Bounn," "Just One More hat was created when Sarni If he's not resting, you can
Day," and countless others. :ooke died."
bet that Redding is writing
Born in Dawson, Ga., Redding In less than two years after, more songs. If not that, Ir's
received his musical education ae was interviewed, Redding raking care of some of his
in his father's church in Macon has achieved his goals—and varied business interests.
more.
where he sang in the choir.
He owns real estate in and
Also a musician, Redding has Redding and Carla Thomas around Macon, a record and
company,
publishing
an "edge" when it comes to head a travelling revue which' music
producing the "Memphis just returned from England. plus stocks and bonds.
is
spelled To be sure, the troupe is one Also. Redding makes several
which
Sound"
R-E-D-D-I-N-G.
of the most popular in show non-performing public appearan:n a sense liedding's career business today, (Redding will' ces a year, says his personal
covid be CZJIc'd a sad one. earn more than 8600,000 this] manager, Phil Walden. His role
A few years ':t3 an inter- year from public appealances in the Billiken Parade is one
of dozens he's made so far
viewer asked him
hat were alone.)
his goals. Redding replied: When the rare time comes this year.
"I want to become two things. when Redding is not on the So when the tall singer rides
First, I want to become an road, he's lazing in or near his ,by in the convertible on Billiken
Day, you'd better not shake his
hand, because everything Otis
Redding touches turns to gold.

CHICAGO — Say the name impact is one that lasts.
Otis Redding to any teenager or To list Redding's hit tunes
adult, and immediately he's would be something like listing
the name, addresses and phone
known.
Trouble is. Redding is so very numbers of every marcher in
talented that he's remembered this year's big Milieu Parade.
for several things. Singing, com- But among the songs to come
posing, playing the guitar, bass from Redding's pen are: "These
drums, piano, organ, and win•
••••
ning gold record after gold rec- I
tC:
1
.▪
.;rg
ord.
He's also separately remem1. ,reci i,. the author of Aretha
Franklin's smash hit -spect."
Redding it one of the stars
who will appear in the 38th
annual Bud Billiken Parade MILWAUKEE — A 51 year,
, and Picnic to be held Saturday,'old Negro janitor was hit with ,
Aug. 12
murder charges Tuesday in conThe Stax-Volt recording artist nection with the July 31 shootwill join Special Guest of Honor ing death of a policeman dur'
Greg Morris of the - Mission': ing civil disturbances on the
:••
Impossible" TV show in the city's Northside.
--„s•
vs
se
'44 „ • I.
Tucker was arrested last week
Southside's biggest event.
ss
•
4-ss *4*
, •
is
Also headlining the big pa- and charged with nine counts of.
.
I•
rade are: Redding's "label attempted murder.
46.1
,
,̀
'mate" Carla Thomas, College He was accused of shooting
••••••• .1111111.M.
*t.
7•
Inn star Ike Cole, and the at eight policemen during out•••. •
Clark Terry-Bobby Brookmeyer breaks of sniping.
"
the The body of policeman, Bryan
at
Quintet,
currently
Moschea, 24, was found in the
London House.
Redding, 26 has been on the ruins of Tucker's burned out
up 13 feet of trellis. Some
GLANT-SIZE TOMATO —
Show business scene for a long house.
of her tomatoes on hybrid
Moschea was one of four perMrs. Bessie Stewart is seen
time. His original contributions
holdins; on" of the giant
plant exceed three pounds.'to the world of music—critics sons to die in connection with!
tomatoes she has produced
say—has conquered the 'nation the riots. The others were ani
(Whithers Photo)
on plant which has climbed
like a restless hurricane. But elderly white widow, a Negro
unlike a hurricane, Redding's woman stricken with a heart
attack while fleeing a home
and an 18-year-old Negro youth
shot by police while running
from the scene of a firebombing

rged

▪ Slaying
C:

i

REAL ESTATE AGENTS
WANTED
RILL TIME ONLY!
LEADS FURNISHED

EVELYN TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE

•

•
'AN00.

Three-Pound Tomatoes
Grown By Memphian

Fashionette

Mrs. Bessie Stewart of 1897 produced • giant-size tomatoes
Farrington street likes to ex- with her pure rabbit fertilizer
periment with plants, and in beds. A cabbage raised in the
For younger men sports coyears past has grown tomatoes same area as the 13-foot toordinate or sport jacket, slacks
which tipped the scales at a mato plant weighed 21 pounds
and reversible belts will grow
before she harvested it.
pound and three ounces.
in importance.
The past spring, Mrs. Stew- Out in her back yard, Mrs.
art thought up a new gimmick. Stewart has stalks of corn
She dug a hole about the size at least 15 feet tall, and which
of a tub with a pothole dig- would take a man on a step
ger, put rabbit manure in it ladder to pick it.
To Iteep her "famous tomato
and filled it up with dirt.
In the house, she said, she plant from toppling over, Mrs.
pressed the seeds from Ox- Stewart has it fastened to a
heart and Palm Rose tomatoes steel trellis.
together, and produced a ropyi Mrs. Stewart was a beautilittle plant, which she later, cian for 27 years befire taking
set out in the specially-pre-' care of youngsters from Children's Bureau for 12 years.
pared plot.
The results: a tomato plant! "1 love the out-of-doors," she SEEK SFOURTH TERM
13 feet high and still climbing said.
—Grand Daughter Ruler Nettle]
and tomatoes weighing three
B. Smith, recently recognised
pounds and more.
as "Fraternal Torch Bearer of
many
have
"They don't
the Year," will be seeking a
seeds in them," Mrs. Stewart
fourth term when the Daughter'
s u mmer of Elks Grand Temple IBOEW1
said, giving a visitor one of the Surprise
your
one and a half pound -runts." guests with new color on your meet in California this month.
"But I am going to save bathroom walls. The National Widely traveled in California,
Will computerized teacher place,them. and I may sell some of Paint, Varnish and Lacquer Hawaii and Puerto Rico, she ment help reliev• the teacher
r e commends a has given almost a half century shortage? IN. National Education
the seeds to others. I have Association
sold seed and fertilizer to some . semi-gloss enamel or another, of service to the Elks. The Association is providing such •
of the downtowq seed stores,"! moisture resistant paint to Washingtonian based in the na- service.
add new beauty and protection. tional office in New York liks
she said.
Illinois Education Association.
In some of the bigger toma- Laundry hampers and wooden received a number of honors
toes, she finds only two bathroom accessories can be,during the past six years
seeds. The rest is almost solid painted in a matching shade
or accentuated in a contrasting diesueowsneummowlenwNowN•wesuw
.flesh.
e
•
Stewart has not only color.
Mr
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A NEW HIT ALBUM BY
NEWEST RAGE in the recording world are Jay Proctor,
(second from right, front row) and the Techniques, the
7 man integrated group hailing from Allentown, Pa. They
are purveyors of the tune, "Apple, Peaches, Pumpkin Pie,"
on Smash label, that is hitting the top of the record charts
all over the country. With Jay in the front row are Karl
Landis, George Lloyd, and John Walsh. In the back row.
(from left), are Dante Danchow, Chuck Crow!, and Ronnie
Goosly.
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• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
•

3100 Summer at Baltic
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369-371 CHARTER AVE.
7 Rooms, 2 Baths
Use as a home or duplex,
Lot 150 x 170. Good investment. Presently rented
as Duplex. Income $114 Per month.
922 BIGGS
Executive Luxury. 2 Bed Rooms, large enough for
Bedroom Suite with Two Double Beds, Brick Central
Air-conditioning, carpet, firep lace, etc. Equity.
Good Cash, Pick up notes.
925 MEAGHER
Working man, with large family - Bargain! 3 Bed
rooms, full dining room, garage, workshop, yard like
private park for children. Only $9,750. F.H.A. $200
Down or GI $1.00.
1880 BARBARA
7 Room Brick, Hardwood floors, near bus stop„
schools, shopping center. F.H.A. or GI.

3677 SOUTHERN AVE.
DENTURES HURT?
"SKIN SUCCESS" ,• ora-jel*d
dentures can hurt. Keep
Even the best fitting
handy for fast, long-lasting re
from pain. Makes dentures fief m ore dine
Mel
CREAM iforteble helps
sore
. soothesprevent
r *
TONES THE SHADES
OF YOUR SKIN
For Fairer, Clearer,
N3tural-looking Loveliness.
SUCCESS" CREAM fades freckles,
removes that old weather-beaten
sun tanned look, aids in removing
blackheads,smoothing large pores.
"SKIN SUCCESS" CREAM contains the full official strength of
that dependable active ingredient,
ammoniated mercury, the ingredient recommended by doctors for
many years for effective skin care.
Ask for "SKIN SUCCESS" CREAM
at drug and toiletry counters
everywhere. 44c. Large 2 oz. size
jar containing more than 4 times
as much, only $1.00,

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

TWO BEST PLACES TO ET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
WAR WAGON?*

367 Unto,
527-4471

COIN'TO

1Spots.,

odor and infection. Ask -„Gisolliousirk“ohn•
your pharmacist for
ore-jets d

SECRET PRAYER
FORMULA CHART

PSYCHO-PHYSICAL
PRAYER TEMPLE I
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'BABY I LOVE YOU"
Atlantic #2427
Going Strong
LP
FIrst Atlantic
Aretha Franklin's
I LOVE YOU"
MAN THE WM
A
LOVED
NEVER
=8139
ATLANTIC

us
Surpl)
city
2525

S BELLEVUE

the only vodka with a
patent on smoothness.
WILL HAVE THEIR

323-5594

GRAND OPENING
OF THEIR NEW AND LARGER STORE

AUGUST 23 1967

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

-WE ARE GIVING AWAY-A COLOR TELEVISION SET-FISHING ROD & REEL SET.
AndMany Other Valuable Prize,s.

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

B H

me.
248 Vane. Ave.
Zone No.

And Aretha Has A New Hit Single!

Gordon's Vodka

2999 Summer

YOU May Be
A Winner

TAILORS

Come In And Register
For FREE Door Prizes.

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tedium*
Whet Yoe Ask Fee Inst
,
YOUR C•Pflgr"
'Asks
,
Creates Whet You Thai* Or'

OMBIMO ROM CLIM coma PITON CO.. tTlt. MOIR IL
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Send for Free Daily Blessings. Hoy.
to get what you want through thi
new way of Prayer. My Prayers at
being sent out and blessings arc
corning in. Mail stamped, self
addressed envelope to Rev. C.
Forster, P. O. Box 66, St. Albans
New York 11412.

PLUS—James Mason "DEADLY AFFAIR"

i
1
i1 New Subscription Order 1i
g
Kindly send me the Tri-State
a
1

8

GI $1.00
DOWN PAYMENT

Fragrant creamy white "SKIN

8ET

ARkIFAlilf:CRRE1,9.IN
"ARETHA ARRIVES"

a

:
2
la

m.

thru

• t_sun Ow 8 A.M to

458-1622

2641 Carnes Ave.

EDDIE the EDUCATOR
says

Brush-Up

OTLS BEDDING

.a...•••••••••••••ry.e...sapei,

41-.40/1
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U S. Court Hit For Freeing Group Of Demonstrators
WASHINGTON — The U. S. who said he witnessed the: was 'et for a character whol charged only with disorderly
District Court here was criti- razor incident, told the House, pulled a razor on a police 1 conduct.
John L. McClellan,
Sen
cized sharply Tuesday or re- "The judiciary of this nation officer
realizing.i__
better start
the Seaate's veteran
D-Ark
leasing a group of demon- had
with the gravity of the situation in Sen. Frank J. Lausche, D- investigator of or g a sized
battled
who
strators
Ohio, told the Senate the! crime, said in noting the $10
police outside the House cham• our country today."
down,bonds. "Law enforcement is
ber earlier this week on $10 Sen. Herman E. Talmadge, demonstrators
-rode
the weakest status it has
bond.
D-Ga., told the Senate he was the guards" and "committed ,: in
been in the history of
against'ever
battery"
and
assault
offense'
91.
Six men and two women -shocked that in an
nation.
our
were
they
although
police
_
were charged with disorderly of such gravity the persons
30-minute were released under $10 bond.
conduct after a
sought]Isn't it true that in most
who
police
with
clash
in
to prevent them from de- traffic offenses the bond is
House.excess of $10•!"
against
monstrating
rejection of the Administration's
Rep. H. R. Gross, (R.-lin\ a
Rat Control Bill.
said it was "incredible and:
ATOM
bail!
Rep. Roman Pucinski, D-III unthinjable that a $10
TAILORED

SLIP COVER

• •

Williams Leads Early

•';oi Vote

(UPI) — —.et Attorney trona Jodtseet.
JACKSON, Miss.
Former Gov. Ross itatuett,
Congressman John Bell Wil
a bid for return to the
making
his
of
stripped
was
who
hams,
House seniority for supporting . office he held during the LniRepublican Barry Goldwater iii'versity of Mississippi's racial
1964. built up a steady lead'troubles in 1962, was running
in the race for Governor Tues-'fifth in the seven man field,
day night in a Democratic -Primary.
Early returns gave Williams
3,621 to 3,310 for State Treasurer William Winter and 1,532
for William I. Waller a Dis-

$6Q95

See A Movie!

THE EMBASSY
DEATH TRAP CLOSED —
An open sewer on Pontotoc,
between Fourth st. and Danny Thomas blvd. has been
closed off as a result of the
efforts of State Representa•
•

tive J. 0. Patterson, Jr.,
and here he inspects fence
sealing off ditch where a
number of youngsters of the
area have been swept to
their deaths while wading.

Mr. Patterson Sromised to
work for the closing of the
sewers after a boy died last
year, and the work is now
being done by the Public
Works Commission. Five

reservoirs in the North
Memphis area are being
fenced in to prevent futher
deaths.

The Negro History Baffler

THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS
1966
WE INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
1967

MADISON CADILLAC
2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE.
2577 POPLAR AVE.

526-8207
327-8451

Standard of the-World

COUPE DE VILLE

IN MOTORING PLEASURE

• DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE

AND OWNER LOYALTY

HARDTOP SEDAN

DE VILLE

MADISON CADILLAC
OYER SCI CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY

Reg. 80.00
Standard 2 or 3•Cushion Sofa.
l -cushion Chair, Plain and Print
Fabrics- Samples shown in rine
horn.. Corded seams, snap fasteners. Cut and f t in the home.
Easy Terms.

CLUB

Presents:

FREE LINING
THIS WEEK ONLY

SHOP AT HOME. WE
WILL BRING SAMPLES
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE. LOW PRICES.
SEE US BEFORE YOU
BUY.

id Print Patterns
Bsitton and Plain Sty!es

. Plain

"THE FATS SONNY COMBO"

96

c EACH

Dining & Dancing

Three for $2.75

Open Seven Nights A Week

DECORATOR WINDOW SHADES
VENETIAN BLINDS • VERTICAL BLINDS • RUGS
CARPETS • LINOLEUM • VINYL TILES
FREE ESTIMATES NO OBLIGATION EASY TERMS

JAZZ SHOW
Every •Stenday Evening
From 5 p.m. Jo 9 p.m..
We Cater to Private Parties
1252 F. MeLemore
Call 942-9290
Mose Lvimer, Manager
'5

NINE CONVENIENT
Mgr NG lbw

ff— APS 1•11 IIII•

II

MINP MOW IIIW

WE RFSERVE
THE RIGHT

..

f# VIVI, •

STORES .
• Getwell at Barron
•Chelsea at Thorn° s

• Lourelwood Center
et Notional at Jackson
et Quince at Sea Isle
•Macon at Wells Statton

l 13 Pi"9 C".
1a°
17O n: '
4E'
t:
:

'.

Mclemore at Neptune

Chefs Are
Burning!
I have begun to wonder about,
my fellow man. It seems that .
we are gOing primitive again.
The other afternoon I flew, in
a beautifully clear afternoon,'
back to my home base of Charlotte. When I arrived over the1
city, I looked out of the window and I noticed a blue haze
over the city.
This surprised me. because it
had been a lovely day elsewhere and Charlotte's weather
and climate are unusually good.
I asked the stewardess if the
weather was good in Charlotte
and she replied that it was
"perfect".
It was then that I realized
what was going on below. It
was Saturday afternoon and the
outdoor chefs were-at it again-.
It seems that we have a new
breed in America that likes to
cook outdoors. Generations we'r
spent getting cooking inside, removing the smoke from the i
ceiling, finally coming up with
electric cooking and now experimenting with all kinds of
quick, painless indoor cooking.
But, all of a sudden, there is
the great -urge to go outside
again.
Everyone has an outdoor grill..
Not only is sprawling urban centers like Charlotte where the
masses flee to the suburbs, but
in placer such as New York
City or Detroit, too.
You go to the Sears store.
buy an outdoor grill, pick up a.
bag of charcoal and some light-1
er fluid, and take you food out-1
side and cook it. After it is
cooked, you flee from the flies
and bugs and take it inside to
eat.
I,have done some research oni
this and I find the food usually;
is very unsatisfactory. First'
of all, it doesn't taste like charcoal or have a charcoal flavor.
That is supposed to be the
reason for it. Secondly, it tastes,
a bit like the lihter, or starter,.
as they call it.
One friend tells me that you
sprinkle charcoal flavoring on
top of the meat to give it an
additional taste of charcoal
That would be charcoal over
charcoal. He added that he likes,
to use "tenderizer" t o o. A 1 l'
these added ingredients give the',
meat a new flavor, but I doubt
if it is a meat flavor.
Beef is beef to me. Let it,
alone. All you need is heat.,
"One other thing," the friend'
told me. "Cooking outside entertains the kids
must be the reason.
That.

Custom Tailored

SOFA PILLOWS

Whithert Photo)

1
into the abyss of exploitation!
and nagging injustice. The
'story of Montgomery (Ala., in
1956 and 1966) is the story,
!of 50 thousand such Negroes
By Negro Press Internalional who profess to favor freedom among Negroes must first ofiwho were willing to substitute
and yet deprecate agitation all deal with the Talented tired feet for tired souls
land walk the streets of Mont"
-.
.
People are known by what are men who want crops with- Tenth
gomery until the walls of seOften,
we out plowing Jp the ground;
they say and do.
A. Jack Johnson: B.
may not be able to pinpoint they want rain without thunder Carter G. Woodson; C. W. E. B. gregation were finally battered
by the forces of justice."
p e rson said
which
what, and lightning."
DuBois.
— A. Langston Hughes; B.
but we know enough about! — A. Dr. J. H. Jackson;
4. "When Europe was is- Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.;
the person to be able to identify_iB. Booker T. Washington; C.
habited by a race of cannibals C. Matthew Henson.
jtatements characteristic oft Frederick Douglass.
. . .Africa was peopled Bonus Question: What famed
him. For example, we wouH
2. "The wisest among my with a race of cultured black poet wrote these lines, in cornnot identify Patrick Henry.
race understand that agitation men, who were masters in menting on the 1919 race
with
like "Give
remarks
of questions of social equality art, science and literature . . . riots: -If we must die, let
me peace at any price."
is the extremist folly, and that If you must be heard and
hunted
In today's Baffler, a quota- progress in the enjoyment respected, you have to accu- it not be like hogs,
an inglorious
tion will be given, followed by of all the privileges that will mulate nationally in Africa I and penned in
'spot, while round us bark the
three
names. Identify
that
resources
f`le come to us must he the those
and hungry dogs, making
willImad
author of the quotation. t You resultof severe and constant compel unjust men to
accursed
can do this, often, by a pro struggle rather than of arti- twice before they act." thinkItheir mock at our
0 let
die,,
must
we
If
'lot.
cess of elimination, even if! ficial forcing."
— A. Marcus Garvey; B. us nobly die . .
sou're not familiar with the
A. Nat Turner; B. Booker Dr. T. K. Lawless; C. Dean' Answers: 1. C; 2. B; 3. C;
'
1
quotation.)
T. Washington; C. Frederick Dixon.
14, A; 5. B.
Scoring: 4-5; tops,- 3: fair; 0-2: Douglass.
5. "• . there comes a timel Bonus: Claude McKay.
i
poor. Bonus Question counts' 3. "The Negro race, like!when people get tired of being.
tW0 points. Here's the quiz:
all races, is going to be saved 1trampled by oppression. There
1. "If there is no struggle' by its exceptional men. The:comes a time when people 0.
there is no progress. Those:problem of education, then ,get tired of being plunged
I
14.ci00r
U
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'Save Del Farm cash register tapes
for a 1% refund tr, your church or
favorite charity.
„

-.

WIN

,
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011( $1,000
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ARMOUR STAR
FULLY COOKED
SHANK PORTION
14
SLICED /

59e LOIN
BACON
_
EET
colt
10
5-9
S
9 FOR $100
COOKIES J
DRINKS AoNz.4
4 LiG,s. sloe
COLUMBIA

SLICED

LB.

LB.

PKG.
PORK
11B.

FOR

1 PURPLE HULL PEAS

Lb. 19

RIPE

WATERMELON V: EAcH89c

$100 GRANDMA'S

HI-C FRUIT

46C

FOR

I ROYAL OAK

POTATO clips T9pw-A°, z,41 39c cHARcom.
SO-FRESH

,

FARM FRESH
GRADE `A'

LARGE
EGGS

LUMP

DEL FARM
f000 mot's

i
DOZEN

LARGE EGG?"
FARM FRESH
GRADE 'A' 1 C
DOZEN

With coupon and purchase of $5.00 or mere
excluding Beer, Tobacco, Fresh Milk, Ice Cream
and Ice Milk. Limit one coupon per customer.
Coupon expires August 15,1967.
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NOT A SHORT CUT

A Point Of View

only "hate-lines" emanating
from a possibly unexpressed
It's high time that somebody but low-down desire to generate
Point out the difference between hatred between the races.
"headlines" and "hate-lines" as The hadlines coming out of
;they are being currently used Washington last week about
;b y a large segment of the a Negro group in Nashville's
peo.
white aetesly,aroef.ofu.ntfoartetu
American press.
"hatred
heingescahteoogolry
ttehd
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the Civil
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and other matters on the do-TWar,
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mestic scene. In some criminaloievotion was a main
the
:cases judges have agreed with; That's been the record all
limit
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Times
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London
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when
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Many of the British
defense lawyers that the "hate- way. It
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once
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headline
race
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lines'
Salthink the disorders in Detroit, coming
it frequently impossible or at pilot and landed at San
to foresee and forestall mob unrest.
when
. least most difficult for a given vador. It was pinpointed
so soon after those in Newark, suggest Meanwhile, America's world standing,
Boston
defendant to receive a fair and Crispus Attucks died on
Revothe
that 1967 may be at least as bad a year which derives so much from social coprelude
to
s
Common
given
loa
impartial trial in
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cfatleitny. That has happened lutionary War. It was etched
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the current
"What should be so
The Manchester Guardian sees this
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Americans is the evident fact that year's riots as a reaction against white
World
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sanitary conditions, social
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physical, which are known to exist in dian defines the cause of the rioting as a the rule rather than the excep- part of a group which I happen day when I come down Vance ....the ones who say "Whitey's: The blood. sweat, and tears
tion, and as hostility is increasAvenue on m way to the officel got to go,,....the mad "cats" with which the Negro has lubrimost American cities.
deep and "justifiable despair about the ing every day, I, a white worn- to dislike, because of color, ren.
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pass.
gonna burn up the whole
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where
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help you, but we do not know,over„. or "All white devils Americans are not being taught
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grievances. The non-violent
age victory for the white power struc- brought up in a home that did and I want to do whatever is have a job that we can hire mist whose words and senti- tionalist groups preach hatred.
justice
civil rights campaign was by contrast ture which would put Negro progress not teach hate toward any race necessary to help you get all of someone for.
ment really amount to nothing. They argue loudly for
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National Hotline
(Continued from Page 6)
was set in Newark despite the disorder there, the meeting
actually was set many many months ago long before the city
erupted. Although the conferees were dealing in matters regarding the financial worries of the mos ement were
able to pick up the $25 registration fee. Dr. N a t,h a n
Wright, who appeared as the titular head of the conference,
was completely submerged by such colorful figures as Keringa in flowing robes, H. Rap Brown, the bushy haired,
smoked-spectacled leader of SNICK and Floyd McKissick.
The attack on newsmen during a press briefing was a part
of the militant wing of the conference to move things their
way. They did not succeed. The smart boys knew that they
needed the press.
THE PROGNOSTICATORS who like to publicise "I told
you so' opinions are frankly admitting they didn't anticipate the Detroit disorder. Most of the boys in the know here,
and they are legion, were stunned at the Motor City violence. All of the ingredients that were found in Watts, Hough
and Newark were not present in Detroit. In Jerry Cavanaugh, the Negroes had a sympathetic mayor; with the
large Detroit contigent on the federal payroll in D. C., they

11111:11111

had been getting their share of the federal aid programs;
Negroes there with Congressman Charlie Diggs and John
Conyers, have better representation than any city in the U.S.
Add to this the fact that the auto industry has been booming
and employment was better than that of any other northern
community. Toss in the fact that Negroes do not live in ghettos as they do in Cleveland or Newark and you see why
the wise acres brows are puckered.
In addition to Conyers and Diggs, elected officials, Detroit
has a number of top brass represented in the federal establishment, including political powerful Louis Martin, advisor
to LBJ; ()field Dukes, assistant to Humphrey; the racial advisor to big business, Hobart Taylor who continues to run
Plans for Progress, although he is on the Export-Import
Bank Board; E. Sylvester who heads up the compliance
partment of the equal employment sector in Labor and a
slew of secretaries and lesser-lights. All of these boys had
been saying confidently that it couldn't happen there. Since
last week they have been burning up the wires to their home
sources saying "Wot hoppin'?" Conyers, incidentally felt the
blow personally. His office was destroyed in the
first outbreak. He, too, has no explanation for the disaster.
Diggs' threat to the White House allegedly forced the federal
troops into the beleaguered city. — Power!
ONE OF THE three young Negroes taken into the Junior
Foreign Service Officers corps through the apprenticeship
program plans to marry. He is Irving A. Williamson of St.
Louis. The other two are James H. Parker of D. C., and
Eleanor Hicks of Columbus, Ga. The three-some are all
"firsts" . . . Ernest (Sonny) Goodman gives up his hot spot
as publicity chief at Howard U., to join USIA as an information Officer in the Foreign Service Reserves. He enters
USIA as a FSR-3, which is pretty lofty for a Brother. His
wife, Toni, a secretary to Senator Frank Lausche of Ohio,
will join him on the foreign assignment, yet to be announced .. . The Leon Perry-GOP rift mentioned here last week
is still simmering. Clarence Townes is holding fast that
Perry's types are important to the GOP reaching the nittygritty folks ... If you ever wondered about Eugene (Gene)
Garner who started papers all over the country, he's in jail
in Union, Mo.
TED BERRY, FOR THE record, is the number two man
at 0E0. However, he is, in reality, the man left out. Ted
had been pushed around, but fought back. Today Sarge
Shriver has Berry's aides reporting directly to him. Berry
has not been asked to testify on the Hill at the current hearings. His strength lies in the fact that he is Presidential appointee and only the President can move him ... Jim Nabrit
showed that he was serious about the Howard resignation.
After announcing it, he took off for South America. Top
candidate for the job seems to be Whitney Young. The
Black Power boys are threatening that it had better not be.
It is highly improbable. Whitney has a real good thing going with the Urban League. Secretary John Gardner of
HEW is reputed to have called Whitney, however, to discuss
the Howard post possibility. The spot is going to be hard to
fill.
THE HAPPENINGS: Ruby Martin, brilliant young attorney is directing HEW's Equal Education program under
the reorganization ... Harold Williams, former deputy director of Equal Education under HEW, is now head of Special Projects, a public relations operation ... When Cliff
Alexander takes over as head of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, he will get the strongest White House
support. LBJ will make it clear that what Cliff wants for
support from other agencies, Cliff will get. He will emphasize that he doesn't want anyone of the jealous knifing for
credit among the agencies in the job field . . . Now that
Thurgood has been named to the Supreme Court, don't expect anymore important appointments from the White House
for a spell. All effort is gent toward getting Thurgood

CLIFTON RCIDGERS
CONSTRUCTION CO.
"BUILDER Of FINE HOMES"

Specializing in building fine Custom Homes for buyers.
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DISPLAY VISITORS
CHICAGO — Thomas Picou,
left, circulation manager for
the Chicago Daily Defender,
Josephine Artus, owner of
the Pumpkin Room, and Alvin Jones, club manager for
Miss Arius, listen as Arthur
Turnbull, second from left.
display representative f o r
American Airlines, explains

the inner workings of the
airline's touring "Astrosphere." T h e rubberized,
air-inflated "dome" houses
a series of travel booths and
a 128-seat theatre where a
12-minute movie is shown
depicting the joys and conveniences of air travel.
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The Fabulous F-25 Coupe, factory
equipped and ready to go.
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Gold buttoned to a high tiff-, In brilliant sunflawer yellow,
tie neck. Hadley's through-Fall, the sweater has its own brown
through-holidays and into Spring and orange skirt and Hadley
cashmere sweater tops a shortlpreferes to show it with orange
box-pleated check wool skirt, tights, shoes and hood.

'WEAR EN..88,„D
1967 Oldsmobile

Residence 323-7963
1189 Hamilton
After five

Office 452-3353
1348 Airways
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Former Memphian Will
Speak At NPA Confab
Mrs. Jo Evelyn McClellan
Terrell of Los Angeles a former
Memphian, has been invited to
Washington, D.C. at the request
of Temple University, in Pa.
and California State College at
Los Angeles, as a main speaker in Division 7 of the National
Psychologists Association Convention, September 1-5. The
"Mental
on
symposium is
Health of the Adult Community
in Los Angeles".

Society
Merry
Go-round

En route to Washington, Mrs.
Terrel will visit Memphis, and
other mid-central and northern
cities.
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gold, purple with bone, or brown with strawberry.
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"Skin Success"
Walt er) Thompson,
1
(Mrs.
Sizes
small, medium and large.. You'll love the
Ointment
kept the right records playingI
induces fast
Machine Mod..... $24.95
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flattering way it shapes you!
feminine,
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dances
mad
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blessed relief
size
$49.95
Hand moa.
with large
from itching
agera love and can do with so
economy size
miseries caused
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Semi Hendmode ... $43.95
much verve. Paula will begin
containing
by certain minor
school
high
her junior year in
4 times as much. Onty Vac
skin irritations.
$59.95
French Wigs
this year at the spanking brand
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money refunded.
$29.95
Falls .
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
new Northside High.
LOVELIER COMPLEXION... Pius heed-to-toe protection with the
$8.95
Violets
bathes
.
VISITORS IN OUR CITY.
desp-ecting foamy medication of "Skin Success" Soap. It beauty
HOP AT 8EAB
. makes
while it fights germs that often aggravate perspiration odors
$12.95
pia,rfon Foils
Five students who're &filleted
AND SAVE
you sure you're nice to be near. Palmers "Skin Success" Soap.
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NOMA
OINTMENT
here last week as guests of the
International Group of Memphis and LeMoyne College.
"Be not angry that you can
not make others as you
wish them to be, since you
cannot make yourself as
you wish to be." Thomas
A. Kerapis.
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HEAR TALK ON AFRICA
A special feature of the
recent annual membership

party culminating the enroll.
ment drive of the Sarah H.
Broon branch of the WCA

was a talk by Mrs. Andrewnetta Hawkins Jones, seated
on front row, second from

y

fight. Mrs. Jones told the
group about some of the
customs of the countries

which she visited, and about
her work with the WCA in
Rhodesia, South Africa.

Williams, Mrs. Emma Smith.
Mrs. Mary Sims. Mrs. Ruth
Porter, Mrs. Harry Mae Sim-1
ons, Mrs. Bernice Callaway,'
Mrs. Mary W. Collier, Mrs. P.
F. Carruthers, Mrs. Ida Jack
ference. At left is Dr. A.
sod, Mrs. Omega Shelto, Mrs.
CANDIDATE AND BACKF.. Campbell, president of
T. J. Johnson, Mrs. Leland
ERS — 0. W. Pickett, centhe Tennessee Regular BapMembers of the Young Wom-;cured eighty-five new mem- Atkins, Mrs. Mildred Egglester, candidate for counciltist Convention and a vice
en's Christian Association re-I hers.
ton, Mr,s. Maggie Ball,' A former head of ROTC at During his Vietnam tour, man from District 7, has
president of the National
cently came together to hear, Making 'a very close r a
Mrs. Raychelle Carhee, Mrs. Hampton Institute, Hampton, Major Horne was assigned to been endorsed by two reflanking
Baptist Convention, USA,
seen
leaders
ligious
Mrs. Andrenetta Hawkins Jones with the two mentioned ladies Mary Montague, Mrs. Irene Virginia,
received
the two units: HQ II Field Force
Inc., and Dr. Joseph H.
tell of her life and experiences; was Mrs. Elizabeth Hill with Sanders Mrs. Annie Mae Townhim at a recent church conwhile living for the past three seventy-eight. Other volunteers send, Mrs. Lois Greenwood, Bronze Star Medal for mili- Artillery and HQ U.S. Army
who served as recruiters with Mrs. Martha Dulaney, Mrs tary service while in Vietnam Support Command, Qui Nhon. l'agoofaiggagaimmarimaggrifiwir ANIMIMMININAWidaati*aNW-17,44,'"
years in South Africa.
each
bringing on over twenty- Narcissa Jones, Mrs. Willie from March 6, 1966 to March He is now stationed in ArlingMrs. Jones was the guest
ton Heights, Illinois, with the
speaker at the Sarah Brown five members and were award- Pegues. Mrs. Blondell Cross, 6, 1967.
45th Artillery Brigade.
Branch "Pink Lemonade Party ed prizes were: Miss Annie C. Mrs. Augusta Chalmers; and Army
Major
Jasper
C.
which was the culmination of Cargill, Miss Naomi Cresswell, Mrs. James Byas.
Horne,
Jr.,
brigade
assistant
Major Horne, 36, graduated
By POPPY CANNON
the YWCA membership enroll- Miss Cornelia Sanders, Mrs. Mrs. Bernice Callaway paid S-3 received the medal and ci- from Hampton as first lieutenbement drive. She was dressed in Hilda Helm, and Mrs. Ruth one hundred dollars •and
tation from his Brigade Com- ant with a major in Sociology'
•
ATLANTA, Georgia — This city has a new form
e
0 J
came
a colorful dress of Africa and, Whitsey.
mander, Colonel Robert P. Det- in 1952. During his study at of
entertainment
— a barn restaurant-theater. There
held the women spell bound aid Others receiving prizes for ever growing rank of Life wiler. The citation reads:
Hampton he attended West
she related the many customs.recruiting from fifteen to 24 Members in the YWCA
Point in a special program. are in fact two barns geared for eating and watching;
•
there. She also told of her were: Mrs. Tempie Lee Hines,
- "The Bronze Star Medal is preone, near the center of town and another out-out-avolunteer work in the growing Mrs. Lila Hall, Mrs. Willette
sented to Major Jasper C. A native of Nashville, Tenways in the country on the road toward Marietta. It is
Rhodesia.
YWCA of
Humphreys, Mrs. Leslie SugHorne, Jr., 067018, Artillery, nessee and a graduate of pearl
Mrs. Geneva Williams. chair-I armon, Mrs. Geneva Hicks, and
I United Stites Army for dis- High School, Major Horne, who a large, hospitable, capacious barn, complete with hay
man of the Branch Membership;Mrs. Sarah Ball.
tinguishing himself by outstand- is now in line for promotion as wagons, farm tools, lanterns, churns, pitchforks, and
Committee led her workers
Included among the recruiting
meritorious service in con- lieutenant colonel, is the son of newspaper clippings from the Nineties and the Naughin
a successful campaign with,ers were Mrs. C. P. Roland.
nection with ground operations Mrs. Lutha A. Horne and the
awards going to the tap work- Mrs. Inez Wallace, Mrs. Mamie
against a hostile force in the late Attorney Jasper C. Horne. ty-Na tights.
ers. Mrs. Williams herself tied Pamphlett, Mrs. Christine Hay,of Vietnam during the Sr. His sister, Mrs. Ethel Horne
You pay as you enter ($6.00 on
with Mrs. Leora Gunter for kins, Mrs. Ida Jones, Mrs.
'period March, 1966 to March, Odumn, also from Nashville is
$7.50 on weekends)); admisweekdays,
first place, each one having se- Letitia Poston. Mrs. Beulah ,
'1967."
a statistician at the Pentagon.

YWCA Members Hear
About Life In Africa

Bronze Star Awarded
Ex-Hampton ROTC Head

Jackson, president of the :1
National Baptist Convention, USA, Inc. Mr. Pickett •
will announce his campaign .
this .•••
sometimes
opening
•
seek, along with his campaign managers.

Fast Gourmet

I

PATRONIZE
DEFENDER
ADVERTISERS iRepublic

When you
need help on
light,gas or water
service, call
525 8831

sion includes the buffet supper. Go
back to the groaning board as many
tithes as you like. Before 8:15! At that
time the tables are whisked away, the
lights go down, and a stage slowly descends. You settle back at your own
table to watch a full-length 3-act play.
The actors and actresses act as
hosts and hostesses at the tables. After
the show, they hold an informal reception..
"Secrets of success? We have three," ownermanager Ed Talley says. "Good plays, good actors
and good food! Hearty, wholesome, just a little different . . . and plenty of it!" To facilitate service,
the long, narrow tables are arranged to form three
sides of a hollow square so that two lines can serve
themselves at the same time from two sides of huge
bowls and serving dishes. A trick any hostess might
remember when it's crowd-feeding time. Well worth
copying, too, are recipes like .. .

Memphis Light, Gas & Water Division

CALL 525-8831
Information Center, Customer Service
Order service on or off
Service and appliance investigations
Inquiries on bills
Credit and collection
Emergencies

L

' SUMMER SQUASH WITH ONIONS . . . Dice,
but do not peel, 6 small, summer squaQh (about 6
cupfuls). Add 2 cups coarsly chopped, mild, sweet
Bermuda onions. Cook as usual, drain if necessary.
Dress with butter, salt and pepper. Sprinkle with
freeze-dried sweet red-bell peppers or canned pimientos.

Vote for
more jobs
Business and industry are attracted to cities
with progressive programs for sound growth.

MEMPHIS LIGHT,GAS
NM MI NM MINI MINI 111•111 J
& WATER DIVISION

Cut out and attach,to your phone directory

—

1—

CHICKEN MARIETTA*
Extra-tangy, extra-tasty version of chicken cacciatora. To serve 6: Provide 6 pounds cut-up broilers
or chicken parts. Sprinkle all over with salt and pepper, brush with olive oil. Cook low under the broiler
about 20 minutes or until about 3/4 done; turn once.
Meanwhile saute in 3 tablespoons oil or butter, 1 '2
cup each: diced onions, green pepper and celery. Add
1 (16 ounce) can tomatoes with liquid, 1 tablespoon
tomato paste, 1 jar pizza sauce, 1:2 teaspoon dried
oregano, 1 bay leaf finely crumbled. Cook about 10
minutes uncovered. Add the chicken and continue to
cook gently about 10 minutes longer or until chicken
is tender. Do not overcook.

The hour has come

36speciai!y-trained operators stand ready
to serve you through MLGW's Information Center. They're trained to give you
the fast, accurate information you need
regarding bills, service, emergencies. To
make sure your inquiries receive the most
efficient handling,attach the coupon below
to your phone book for quick reference.

FEATHERWEIGHT — Earl
Wilson, with a record of 15
wins and three losses, will
be one of the attractions in
the Rocky Marciano Boxing Tournament here August 11, 13. With seven wins
in a row, he is considered
a good prospect.

vote Firl
Ll' a progress
on August 17th
hal ler twallasait Caseradbas Far lowersige Colby!i

c. la•Mr, Magni

MOVES LIKE MUHAMMAD — Johnny Johnson, ••••••
who has won 18 straight
fights since losing his first
bout, is a light heavyweight ^
who it is said "moves like ..
Cassius Clay and is light
on his feet." One of the
greatest prospects appearing at the Rocky Marciano
Boxing Tournament here ."."
August 11, 12 at 7:30, he
plans to turn professional.
r•
•
4 II

Foster Returns

•11,4

Fullback Gene Foster, one'
of three players who staged '
a brief walkout from training;,
camp, has signed a 1967 conr,,,
tract with the San Diego
Chargers.
The three-year veteran, a
first-springer last season, wag
the American Football League
team's second leading ground.
gainer and third leading pass'
receiver during the 1966 84501101V Foster, of Arizona State,
walked out of the Chargers ,
camp at nearby Escondido but I
returned and was fined $1,600„
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school grid game. They were- was enroute to a golf course
n't at all surprised at getting close to his home. He asked
some dirty looks while under me to give him a life before I
the stands waiting on the play- left the city. Guess where he
ers to get dressed. A Negro wanted to be dropped off? You
' NASHVILLE — The Tennes- as coaches went tlirough the coach could have expected the are right, at that same got.
see Secondary Schools Athletic usual rituals inpreparation for same hostility, if not more, at course. He pointed out the
and Basketball games were ex- the grid All-Star confrontation downtotn ISU when the white collision spot enroute
citing contests but failed to at Southern University. The All-Star games are played.
draw as expected. The football South cagers had gained edge Former Memphian Marino
game at Vanderbilt, barring the by copping an 86-72 verdict omn Casem made sure his prize
LOS ANGELES (UPI) —
threatening weather which pro- a 31 point effort by Baton gridder who starred in the Baworld
heavyweight
Former
McKinley's Fredd i e ton Rouge game wouldn't dip
duced a drenching rain in the Rouge
boxing
Jess
Willard
champion
first quarter, had a good chance Hilton earlier in the week.
away. The Alcorn head football
Tuesday lost a $1.35 million
to. click the turnstiles near the Each summer this midsum- coach was on hand to whisk
WELTERWEIGHT — Robert
damage suit over televising of
mer spectacular starts young- quarterback Vidal Blue off to
pepdicted 15,000.
Williams, who has won 79
films of the 26-round fight in
matches and lost only eight,
Etn the other hand no one sters who can run, pass and the Mississippi college after the A lingering illness t h a t; which he
captured the title
could explain why the cage kick with distnction, or block game. The Mansfield southpaw caused him to be hospitalized!
will appear in the Rocky Marfrom Jack Johnson in Haciano Tournament this week.
sorap drew so few the next and tackle while displaying ex- passer an All-State football,, three months ago led to the
in 1915.
Firestone' vana, Cuba,
night in the Coliseum. An esti- ceptional speed and reaction, basketball and baseball star,1 death of veteran
He has been a Mid-South and
Robert S.
Judge
Superior
promising
toward
gallopng
watched
to
2.500
bonus
$35,000
of
a
down
crowd
McCulley,
turned
!listed
Southeast champion and was a
employee, Percy
dismissed Willard's
the East, led by Jimmy Eng- college athletic careers. With play baseball with the Kansas' Wednesday of last week, at Thompson
Serrii•Finalist in the National
not
Hospital. suit on grounds it was
Veterans
land's 26 points, whip the West' about 9,000 looking on. a beefy City Athletics. He was the A's Kennedy
Golden Glove Tournament.
brought to trial within the
Mr. McCulley was 53 years
in; a 56-55 cliff-hanger. The East North line held the South at number one draft pick.
five-year limit.
old.
took honors in football also. bay to win 10-0.
Willard of La Crescenta,
RECOVERS
LEE
county,
Fayette
athof
native
A
and
&ebbing the West, 7-0.
Southern
Grambling
has sued the Columbia
Calif.,
name
recently
Bates,
he had lived in Memphis most
games.represented a vic-1letes dot the rosters of many Roman
and
Broadcasting Sy st em
Eduof
Board
Memphis
the
of
one
the
was
by
such
and
with
of
his
life
teams
professional
tOry for those who have fought,
Co.,
sponsor
Brewing
Schlitz
assistant
football
a
to
cation
the
Firestone
of
employes
and
first
scl hard to get the All-Star not ab les as Lou Brock
of the April 3, 1962, television
chishes sanctioned by the TSS- Tommy Agee, baseball; Buck position at South Side, turned; plant when it was established showing.
the,
accepted
and
offer
the
down
Memphis.
in
Rooseadd,
L
Ernie
AA. It was perhaps a good Buchanan,
di- He served in the Army during' In his suit, Willard claimed
oralen that these tilts were velt Taylor, Sidney Williams, head football and athletic
CaRouge
Baton
at
jobs
rector
World War II and returned to the April 5, 1915, films were
to
football
in
Dyer
Henry
and
Negroes
when
started at a time
a
Bates,
School,
High
'idol
Firestone post after being,televised without his consent
his
the
at
ago
year
ase no longer a separate entity name a few. A
and that the last round, durand
Melrose
of
discharged.
tri the state athletic structure. Governor's mansion Governor graduate
ing which he kayoed Johnof
footlove
his
played
be
for
where
Widely-known
Southern
about
talking
was
McKeithen
hopeThe records will show,
son was not telecast.
was
Mr.
job
entertainment,
Louisiana
the
and
said
sports
ball,
Southfully when our grandchildren how proud he was of the
contended
also
up. The McCulley was a member of the The suit
kiok back over the years they ern track team which had won just too good to pass
that if the last round had
Masin
a,
Church
over
was
Baptist
difference
Mason
first semester are scheduled for
salary
with
many
along
title
NAIA
41I not have to inquire about the
been televised it would have
supplements on.
Dec. 18-22, and the Christmas
any of the inequalities that ex- given to the irreparable da- $1,000. Coaching
just He made his home here at quashed rumors that Johnson
coaches
Rouge
Baton
recess will follow, Dec. 23
paid
segregation
by
caused
mage
once
had
state
isied when the
had "thrown" the fight.
Street,
Wellington
mentors.
League
South
1559
Prep
Jan, 7.
phis
through
out.
still
hold
states
to separate athletic associa- yet a few
A $500,000 suit brought by
It was interesting to watch about double those paid Mem- where he lived with lai.s wife,
Program of InJanuary
The
tions.
Mrs. Georgia Jean McCulley. Willard against two promoters
Study, known as the
dependent
-The same week of the Ten- two white coaches from Hen- phis Prep League mentors.
years:
two
"Roundhead" Other survivors include Mr. also was dismissed
Interim Semester Period, will
assee All-Star games similar derson State of Arkadelphia, Friends of Bob
hear that and Mrs. Wesley McCulley, ago. Willard had accused the
take up most of the month of
Aug. 31.
frays were being stated in Lou- Ark., maneuver at the close of Lee will be glad to
openi
will
College
LeMoyne
film
the
of
making
promoters
Memphis,
and Mr. Tass McCulley of
isiana. Here we have to make the Louisiana All-Star football the retired Southern coach
eight days earlier than usual Sophomores will register on January.
Mrs. Archie Jones of available to CBS.
a:distinction and say the Negro game. They had every right to recently inducted into the NAIA Mr. and
year to provide additional,the morning of Sept. 1 and Second semester registration
this
Somerville, Tenn. His body lay Willard lost the crown to
NTrsion. I said to myself, "How be apprehensive as they ap- Hall Of Fame has just about
between semesters for a'juniors will register that after- dates are Jan. 24 through Jan.
time
4,
1919.
July
Dempsey
Jack
Funeral
re- in state at Southern
long must this ludicrous act peared. For they had the gall recovered from injuries
Program of Indepen- noon. Seniors will register on 26, with classes beginning Jan.
January
acci- Home last Sunday from 6 till
continue?" First the North, to traf and sign some of the ceived in an automobile
the morning of Sept. 2 and 29.
for its students.
Study
dent
while the 10 p.m. Interment was in Natransfer and unclassified stu- Second semester final exama
confaculty
then the South huffed and puf- country's top football playars dent which occurred
traditional
The
Magician tional Cemetery here.
-fed through lengthy workouts at a segregated state high former LeMoyne Mad
ference is scheduled for Aug. dents will register in the after- will be held May 20-24, and
29-30, followed by freshman noon. Classes will begin Sept. 5. commencement is scheduled
orientation and registrati o n Final examinations for the for May 27,

StDorts Horizon

Jess Willard
Loses Suit
Against CBS

Percy McCuJIey
Dies Following
Long Illness

LeMoyne Classes Will

Start Early In

Trenton News

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD SORES
EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Mendennalk
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
BREAST 0' CHICKEN
Light
Meat
Chunk

TUNA
Three Limit

;. oz.
:
61,

HAWAIIAN
PUNCH

2

VIENNA
SAUSAGE,„
Frozen

2FoR29

90
l
STRAWBERRIEi
10 oz.

I FRED MONTES1

CORONET

Christ Baptist

. —
Yankees Acquire
Red Sox Catcher

EGGS
Dot

23c

HY-GRADE,

POTTED MEAT
3 oz.

Large J I a•

I

7c

FRED MONTESI

OLEO-

17 oz.1

SEPT. 9th

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

FOR

1.b.1)

N
BACO
WITH COUPON

BACON

KING COTTON
Reg. 63C Lb.

Lb '59

FRED MONTH'
Reg. 59C Lb.

Lb.5

With. coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding
value of coupon merchandise (fresh milli products and
tobacco also excluded in compliance with ,state law).
Ono coupon per .4.301 iiy. .Copan expires Wednesday,
Noon Aug. 16. •

• •':1'1"

FRED

MONIES!

I't•

WESSON

VEGETABLE OIL
24szt69'

MEMPHIS MEMORIAL STADIUM

TICKETS NOW ON SALE

.

Qtrs. Yellow

KING COTTON
and
FRED MONIES!

BEARS

EAGLES I

MIXED
VEGETABLES

27

CHICAGO

d

LIBBY S

,
/40.

Watch the PROS in Action 0

VS
PHILADELPHIA

Grade "A"

TOWELS
limbo NI

To BeHeld A

PET MILK

ROYAL VALLEY

HAMBURG, Germany (UPI)
— Roy Emerson of Australia
Lyles and ton. Tennessee.
Mrs. Darlene
and Francois Durr of France
children of Des MOINES, Iowa Mrs. Mable Scott and Miss overcame a broiling sun Tuesreturned home last week-end, Clara Scott of Fort Wayne, Ind., day as they swept to straight
and set
visiting
relatives
after an extended visit here are
over Spain's
victories
with her father, Freddy Bolden friends this week.
Manuel Santana and Austraand family.
Miss Alma Willis and sister, lia's Lesley Turner respectiveCharles Russell of Indiana- Mrs. Lucy Hall of St. Louis, ly to capture the men's and
polis, Indiana is visiting his mo, are visiting their niece, women's singles titles in the
ACCIDENT VICTIM KILLED mother, Mrs. Ruby Russell and Mrs. Virginia Brown and family West German tennis championships.
and other relatives here.
were family,
—Funeral s e rvices
held last week for 18-year old Chester O'Daniel of Detroit. The sick and shut-ins include While a crowd of 3,000 at
James McDonald, 339 Pontotoc Mich, is visiting his relatives Mrs. Martha Burls, who was Rothenbaum Stadium wilted in
Ave., who was killed the pre- and friends in Dyer and Tren- dismissed from Gibson General the heat, Emerson trounced
Hospital and is now recovering Santana 6-4, 6-3, 6-1, and Miss
vious Monday night acciden- - nicely ...Mrs. Hollie Simpson, Durr, became the first French
tally. He was a victim of a
who was admitted to the Gib- woman to take the West
bullet fired by another youth
son General Hospital• •.and Mrs• German crown in 35 years
16410 was shooting at someone.i
Tera Wright. who was also ad- by bewildering her AustraMcDonald is a former Tri-i
mated to the same hospital.'lian opponent 6-4, 6-4
State ,Defender carrier. He
lived with his mother, Mrs
Ruby McDonald at the Pontotoc
'CI:4=44.4iSMilitgkVIWZDAVViagal
address. He formerly attended
Leath, Porter, and Washington
Christ Baptist church will
Schools.
present its first annual Music
Snead
Festival at 1325 Alcy rd. on
Sunday, August 13. at 3 p.m.,
and the public is invited.
The Festival is being sponNEW YORK (UPI) — The sored by the Sunday School and
New York Yankees Tuesday Baptist Training Union,
acquired catcher gob Tillman Mrs. Mozelle J. Starks and
from the Boston Red Sox Mrs. Wadie Young, along with
for the $20.000 waiver price. members of the church are
became available working diligently to make it a
Tillman
when the Yankees sent catcher success.
Elston Howard to the Red Among the groups to be prePatterSox. A Yankee spokesman sented in song are the
said the Tillman deal was a'sonaires and the choirs from
result of the Howard trade, Gospel Temple, First Baptist
Seventh Day
8 P.M. SATURDAY
but not part of it. The Yan- Chelsea, the Alcy
from
kees still will get two players Adventist a n d others
throughout the city.
from the Red Sox later.
Festival
Tillman. a 30-year-old right- Proceeds from the
buildbander hitter, has been with will benefit the church's
4
drive.
fund
the
ing
of
start
Boston since the
secthe
be
will
Festival
1962 season and had a .238 The
given to raise
batting average going into ond program
Christ Baptist,
build
to
funds
limited
this season. Seeing
temporarily located at
ALL RESERVED SEATS ... $4
service this year, Tillman hit which is
.197 — 12 hits in 61 at bats 1325 Alcy rd.
L. Currie is pastor of
STADIUM BOX OFFICE
— with one home run and Rev. E.
Baptist.
Christ
in.
batted
OM IMO ID 4:30 Monday Ars Sidurdel
runs
four

Music Festival

:Y6"::29'

t

Emerson, Durr Win
German Net Titles

WAFFLE SYRUP'

29' I

OVER 800.000 ROM CAW TO
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SOUTHLAND

GOLDSMITHIS,CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE
Open IO te 4 Every Day
MAIL ORDERS—Add Sac for postage c/o Memphis

Memorial Steams, 338 S. H•llYwiled

WIG
CITY
Special
Purchase
•100% Human Hair Wigs
•Unconditionally Guaranteed
• 2 Color Selections
Fitting —Styling — Head $1000
=1=1
lastasiivis
all for just
WW1

TERMS
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EVENING POST TIME 2:00 P.M.
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of the Sixth District.

Well-Laid Plans Mark

Barbers Association.

Chairman, Mrs.
Other committee chairmen' Program
present were Mr. John Cole-Mary Lou Taylor, reported that
man, president of the 50th plansfor a Testimonial Dinner
Ward Civic Club; Mrs. Charles were complete and the $5.00
Patterson principal of Walker l a-plate dinner will be held at
Bey. J. L. Netters' campaign and such a long list of unselfish Elementary School; and MrAhe Sheraton Motor Inn, Au4,
at 8 p.m. in the Gold Room..
for the District Six Council- service to the community that Robert Perry, member of the 26,
man post swung into high gear he is a sure winner."
Ilast week, when his campaign
reports
Committee
manager, Rev. C. M. Lee The
deal of
great
showed
that
.
a
**QUALITY NEVER NEED COST"
committee
held a district-wide
meeting in behalf of the young hard work has been expended
\ IIORL TH 1 N' YOU PAY AT THE
minister's candidacy.
in Reverend Netter's behalf.!
was reported]
progress
Much
Main feature of the meeting
Earnestine Carpenthe announcement of the made. Mrs.
chairman
of the Telephone
ter,
opening of the Netter's CamCommittee, said that her compaign headquarters in the C.
growing daily. She
M. Lee Building, 481 E. Mc- mittee was
many sorority,
that
reported
Lemore
Avenue. Committee
,
4
INC.
leaders
members expressed marked n- religious, and civic
work,
and
volunteered
to
have
opening
of
thusiasm over the
were submitting names daily.
the headquarters.
Mr. James Tipton, Coordinator
Rev. Lee, a widely-known of Precints, reported that they
Baptist leader, said his candi- had succeed in setting up or2442 CHELSEA AT HOLLYWOOD
date "has such fine qualities ganized workers in 95 per cent

Rev. Netter's Campaign

,
‘P'N' SHOE MART

4 LOCATIONS...

CLAY'S AIR CONDITIONING
SERVICE

.313' JACKSON AT CLAYBROOK
4440 SUMMER - EAST OF CORONDOLET
4102 HI NV 51 SOUTH - WHITE HAVEN PLAZA

it FOR

PARTY FOR AFRICANS —
Members of an African
Leadership Group are pie.
Lured here during a party

given in
home of
non T.
Beverly

their honor at the
Mr. and Mrs. VerJones with Miss
Williams and Miss

MEN'S WEAR

'Mod' Sparked Explosion

Vernell Logan as hostesses.
Seated from left are Mojeed
Lawal, Mrs. Eugene Warren, Miss Modupe Oredug-

A Choice Of
Fall Hairdos

This fall, take your choice of
hairdos—and look very "in"
with anything from a short,
curly frou-frou to a long, well,The men's industry since Vic- shaped style.
By WALTER LOGAN
toria has gloried in its con- This is the year when all
A few years ago Stuart W.. servatism. I think fashion is at teen-age girls definitely will
Wells Jr., was riding to the the balance point since the not look alike. In general, parts
hounds when he fell off his'world is increasingly dominated are very new again (especially i
horse and broke his neck. He1I by the young and they are for
medium -length
h a i r),
didn't learn about the fracture, ready for change."
straight bangs are on the way
which was minor, until later, scs
Wells, who stopped off in out, and bangs that move or ,
he remounted and galloped off
New
York to attend the recent curve to the side look right
arter me lox.
wedding of his daughter, was with short hair.
Pretty much the same thing.
• • •
1,1 wearing a brown ensemble—
happened to Wells when he
close-fitting brown suit, a The shortest cut going is a
a
troduced Mod to the United
tan checked shirt, a smart mere two inches at the top—
States. He recovered in both
brown figured tie and brown just long enough to curl when
cases. He not only caught the
square-toed buckle and strap you like, to stay geometrically
fox in the first instance but was
loafers he had picked up in straight when you don't.
able in the second to use the
Hair with body does well
Switzerland.
knowledge gained from the Mod
with a slightly longer, layered
• • • „
fad to ol on to bigger and
He zipped open a suitbag he cut: ear-tip length sides and a
better things.
was carrying and lifted out four-inch crown. This versatile
• • •
John Stephen's latest model style can be ruffled, sleek or
Wells, 57, is president of the .
mod. It curled all over; bangs might
s
— modern but not
Dayton Co., of Minneapolis, one"
was
an
eight-button
double be wavy one day and brushed
of the larger department stores
breasted
model
in
black
and back the next.
in the United States. He began
looked
neat.
In
a
couple
of A girl who likes to change ,
his fling with Mod a few years
her hairdo easily znd often
John
shakes
Wells
shucked
off
the
back when he imported
brown suit and was in the might choose a versatile oneStephens from Carnaby Street.
length, ear-tip cut, with long
black one.
It is true that Mod as such
sweeping bangs which start
is pretty much dead but Wells' "If I wear a suit like this to from the crowh and just reach
believes if is one of the greatest dinner and half a dozen young the eyebrows.
things thal ever happened to men asked where they can buy
the men's clothing industry.'it I think the merchandise
aren't
going
far Longer hairdos, from shouldTraces still linger to give proof people
er length on down, have new
that beneath the slumbering'enough," he said. "You may no shape this
year. Often brushed
this
chauffeur
look
of
like
the
fashion volcano there is an
back trom the face, they're
on
his
one
(it
fastened
high
eruption just waiting for the
chest) but it is the new luk teased a bit for height.
chance,
Wells mentioned the Ed- the young men want.
ninth floor board of directors
wardian influence making its' "Two years ago the public room and study the trends. A
appearance in Europe and es- was absolutely ready for a novelty item being shown for '
penally in England where such change. As England .emerged the first time is marked "testold and respected shirtmakers into youth leadership John ing" on an imaginary curve.
as Turnbull and Asser of Jer- Stephens came along and de- .s. If it clicks it moves up to !
kooky things but "incoming" but if it doesn't it
myn Street are turning out veloped someoo
i
This is one is dropped fast. If the "it:wornsome wild creations for such many good ideas.
gentry as the sons of old and of the good ones.
ing'' is a success it is mentally
"The industry has to learn marked "pre-peak." When sale
established barristers
"Now they're doing a turtle. the mode of change. 'They've drop it becomes "post-peak."
neck In crepe de chine for even- gloried too long in conserva- When an item has had it, it is
ing for men." he said. "Lord tiveness. It isn't enough to in- marked "outgoing" and out it
Snowdown started it when he troduce novelty into a line, you goes.
wore a white turtleneck for have to watch the trend. The
evening. The stuff I saw in this Cardin couture bit is for the
most conservative establish- middleaged but John Stephen
HOUSEWIVES-TEACHERS
is for a growing number of
ment was bright, bright...
Ladies to be trained as
mauve .. silks in bright greens Youth."
Spencer Figure Consultants
No door to door Selling,
... dandy shirts with lace and
Delivery,
or
Collection.
Wells uses his own system
no coats for evening.
For Personal Interview
"Look what a revolution is of evaluating new trends and
CALL
ready to spring if men ever get styles at Dayton's. Every few
274-8635
up the courage or we in the weeks the people concerned
business take advantage of it. with men's wear repair to the
_

ba, Augustinus Nalana and
Miss Logan. Standing, from
left, are Larry Ellis, Mrs.
W. A. Sengstacte, Sabha
F. Stevens, Mrs. Vernon
Jones and Ahmed Abdulia.

EXPERT REPAIRS•
on
- AIR CONDITIONERS
- FREEZERS
- TELEVISIONS
- RADIOS
- RECORD PLAYERS
Call or come by our shop
Tel. 452-2683
1271 Philadelphia St.

NOW
ARRIVING
1,000 PAIRS
OF NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
CHILDREN'S SHOES
S2" to $488
SAVE UP TO 60%

SERVICE
SPECIALS
This Week

In Men's Wear Business

*

A

!-

CAR CARE CENTER AUG. 6th-12th'

2

ENGINE TUNE OP
Our sUled technicians using advanced
electronic equipment will:
• Analyze your ignition
system

•

99

Check valves

• Check hi-tension wiring

*

• Check & adjust carburetor

•

• Adjust idle

• Check automatic choke

• Set dwell

• Replace as required

Clean breather CUP

• Set timing

plugs, points,

• Test compression

condenser and rotor

• Clean battery parts and
check cables

6 cylinder
8-cylinder $2.00 more

• Adjust all belts for
proper tension

parts if needed

are extra

WHEEL ALIGNMENT
For your driving safety and better tire wear we will:

99

• Check and adjust to manufacturers
specifications caster camber and toe in
• Center steering

•

• Inspect entire steering assembly
• Road test car

GREAT
BOXING ATTRACTION

COME IN TODAY
DRIVE SAFELY AWAY

ROCKY MARCIANNO BOXING TOURNAMENT
Referees,
ROCKY
MARCIANO
JOE
LOUIS

HUMBLE GUARANTEES
ALL WORK IN WRITING

Torsion

ORMEMONOWOMEMO
'Humble Oil & Refining Cornoisny guarante-t.
mechanical repair work performed on ,rvur car
as described on the front of this form for a
period' of 90 days or 4 000 miles. whichever
occurs first, but .h no event for an amount in
excess of the charge or cnarges made far sucn
Nork. Humble shaft not be liable for specia‘ or
n.onseauential damages: damage due to wilful
abuse or neger:t: damage or destruction by fire.
wrecks. explosion. Or theft, or ta•lore of
over 'ha, these ;nstailed or, ths c•Jer. ports
Th.s
guarantee wilt be honor
only at the r:var Care
Cwiter where the original work was pertortned."

Use Esso Credit Card ...BankAmericard ...Charge-All

LUCKY WINNER THIS WEEK!
It 1,000 QUALITY

STAMPS

VIOLA MURPHY 1661 PATTON MEMPHIS, TENN.
Teams from Arkansas, Louisana, Tennessee (Great Boxing)
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, AUGUST 11, 12, 1967 - - - 7:30 P.M.
ON SALE
TICKETS - PRICES
MEMPHIS-ELLIS AUDITORIUM
S3.00 Ringside
GOLDSMITH'S TICKET OFFICE
$2.00 Reserved
or by Phone 682-8807
$3.00 General Admission

bar adjustment

extra. Parts if needed are
extra.

ANMENAM
ALL CHURCHES, PTA GROUPS AND SERVICE
CLUBS ARE INVITED TO USE MR CAR
WASHING FACILITIES -FREE - FOR MONEY
RAISING BENEFITS.

SOUTHGATE CAR CARE CENTER
1890 S. THIRD ST. AT BELZ.
MOM 9411-0419

ACROSS FROM SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER

rt.

PHONE 9411-0411

9
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three Molotov Cocktails h a d
been tossed.
Milwaukee Violence Wanes\
Police said they saw the firebombs thrown and shouted at
the youths to halt They were
Comes To A
arrested at the nearby McKissick home, where Clifford
MILWAUKEE — Violence in work at cooling the discord.
woun ed.
e ducation was found fatally
this riot-torn Wisconsin city's McKissick, a n
hospital
a
to
taken
was
He
State
UrnNegro district waned as the major at Winconsin
dead.
pronounced
'week came to a close, des- versity, was fatally injured and
were his
pite the fatal shooting of an-18- when police opened fire at Taken into custody
and two
19
Alvin,
brother,
the
from
year-old Negro.
four youths who ran
Clifford McKissick. a college rear of a paint store where 17-year-olds.
student
whose father had ------he
although
begged him to stay home, was
.
President
shot and killed while running
chance
little
had
admitted he
Part
from the scene of a firel Riots
of winning. If he runs, it
bombing. His was the fourth!
would be "under my own
recorded death in the turmoil.'
R
A tough force of 6,700 police
political steam to futher the
Guardsmen
and
National
goals of black people — TO
reported a relati.'ely calm j
oppose the war in Vietnam, to
night in an explosive 480a larger war against
fight
—
Bahamas
square block area of the north BIMINI, The
and for justice for
poverty
Adam
Congressman
side, which has been sealed Ousted
my platsaid outbreaks black people. That is
Powell
Clayton
C
since the rampage of sniping,
form.
a
of Negro violence were
looting and firebombing started
necessary part of "the black
Sunday night.
that is going to
During the four nights ofi revolution
Democracy
American
purge
violence about 100 persons!
arrests off its dishonesty and hypoand
injured
were
numbered 705. The economic crisy."
NEW ORLEANS — (NP!) —
loss to the city, in property, The once flamboyant Harlem A new effort has been made to
damage and shutdowns during democrat, who has remained save the life of accused rapist
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WHO MAKES AIR CONDITIONERS THAT DON'T FREEZE UP?
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ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS
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New decorator styling ... with features that provide
the space age approach to home air conditioning
NEMA*,
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...and only WHIRLPOOL has "COMFORT GUARD!"

.. a buyer for your
CC!, ow •sewing wechine to buy, or somaone to dean your
home' Just rood and
us. our ...

There are 34 RCA WHIRLPOOL air conditioners. .. which is best for you?

Classifieds
JAckson 6-8397

HERE ARE JUST A FEW ACE SPECIALS...
9,500 BTU

8,200A BTU
RCA AIR'
CONDITIONER

189

I

95
AP-U
RCAre
CONDITIONER
...rwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww.

$16995 I

NO MONEY DOWN!NO PAYMENT'TM SEPTEMBER!
WHY WORRY; LET In
Do Your Electrical Wiring Properly. Insfri Your Ai Ceet6Noner. Sell You the Proper
•• Air Conditioner You Nooki--sed Coretnee Al.. One Lesy-to-Pey Contract.
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FOR QUICK
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Plume 3244116
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NEWSBOY

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME

Mother's name

Address_

Number of papers wanted weekly.

Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
.

has

THE TR1-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY I
The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527.8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Broad Avenue,
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526.9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 a.m.- 12 p.m.
COLLEGE ST.SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550 Vance
EWING ESSO SERI/1u
STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
31 99 Ford ROCK,
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
110) Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Pork Ate.
324-9322
GCS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. Mc Lemon,
J. B. SUNDRY
615 Vance Avenue
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1 560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Avenge
4524101
'Speedy Delivery
PARK KW/CK DRIVE INN GPO.
2268 Park Ave.
BELLE VUE 7/11 DRIVE INN GPO.
1804 S. Bellevue
J&J SUNDRY
2119 Chelsea Ave.
PEARSON GPO.
3540 Weaves. Rel.

KAUFFMAN DRIVE4N
GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
1287 Vollentine
276-9509
Fresh Meats &
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Valentine
272.3112
Free Delivery
L & H SUNDRY
142 Sib/stage
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspapers
All Out of Town News.
papers
ION. Main
526.%48
ORIOLE DRUG
/014 Mississippi
942.1712
Pres.& Del. Series,
POST OFFICE BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG r2
209 Beale
PROSPECT RE XALL
2243 S. 13•1I•vue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
948.4531

RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
ORIVE.1N GROCERY
1 78 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemore
948.4576
Pres. & Del. Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1 046 Thomas
525-8811 — 526.9727
Prescriptions & Dew
STROZ1ER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
276.2588
Pres. & Del. Semite
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Road
TRIGG AVE.SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A sUNDRY
303 Vanoe
VIC.5 SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avenue
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. Melaraeare
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rood
WORLD NEWS CO.
14rwspepers & Mrbeesinsos
From All Towns
115 Monroe Ave...
526.9920
LENOW SUNDRY
2086 Cholla°
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST.SUNDRY
918 S. iliiiihigten
PRESCOTT DRUGS
S. Bellevue &Gill
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1649 Latham
GENERAL DRUGS
281 W. Mitchell
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